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ABSTRACT
Analysis of U.S. Navy Ice Exercise 2016 (ICEX16) data, through a collaboration with MIT Lincoln
Laboratory, demonstrated that towed array curvature commonly exhibited heading differences up to 100°
and never maintained heading differences less than 30° between the forward compass and the aft compass.
These deviations reflected a disparity from the underlying assumption that the towed array remained rigid
with no deviations from a rigid, straight-line configuration.
Using lessons learned from ICEX16, a field experiment in Massachusetts Bay 2019 (FEX19) tested
whether a hexagonal search pattern would sufficiently address the curvature concern, thereby, validate the
underlying rigid, straight-line beamformer assumption more commonly used. Results from the experiment
showed that a hexagonal search pattern maintained a heading differences of less than 4° within 79 seconds
of an initiation of a 60° maneuver. This was a marked improvement when compared to ICEX16’s vehicle
maneuvers, which never maintained a heading difference of less than 30°.
Even with this improvement in FEX19, 39.6% of the acoustic data was collected when the towed array did
not meet the straight-line assumption. Use of the hexagonal search pattern, in two instances during U.S.
Navy Ice Exercise 2020 (ICEX20), showed that 45.1% and 27.1% of the collected acoustic data did not
meet the towed-array straight-line assumption.
Although this realization will influence operators to minimize maneuvers that introduce significant
deviations from the underlying beamforming model, field experiments often call for sharper maneuvers.
This realization spurred the development of a beamformer that modeled towed array curvature
using headings, effectively tangential slopes, at either end of the hydrophone portion of the towed array
with a known fixed length to predict how the towed array bends.
Analysis of FEX19 showed that the adaptive hyperbola array shape estimation led to a beamformer output
aligned to GPS heading data over 30% of the experimental window compared to less than 10% for the
straight-line beamformer. This improvement held true even when the towed array had little or no curvature.
Thesis Supervisor: Henrik Schmidt
Title: Professor of Mechanical and Ocean Engineering
Thesis Supervisor: Bryan Moser
Title: Academic Director and Sr. Lecturer of System Design and Management
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CHAPTER 1: PROBLEM STATEMENT AND RESEARCH APPROACH
This thesis began with an attempt to determine directionality of ice events using acoustic data collected
from a towed array in order to localize ice events.

Problem Statement
To localize sea ice events
By analyzing transmitted underwater acoustic noise
Using an autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) towing a horizontal array

Research Approach
To solve the problem statement, three questions needed to be answered:
1. Does the upper surface duct, formed by the Beaufort Lens, exhibit frequency characteristics similar
to surface ducts in other parts of the world?
2. What impact did AUV self-noise impact acoustic data collection?
3. What steps must be met to associate or differentiate acoustic signals to specific sound sources?

Thesis Outline
The thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 2 provides a U.S.-based historical context for research
in the Arctic. It includes a literature review of changes in the Arctic that impact underwater acoustics,
specific towed array curvature research interest, and a description of thesis objectives. Chapter 3 describes
research platforms used in Arctic research. Discussion of the various platforms leads to a granular
description of the selected research platform – AUV Macrura with DURIP towed array. Chapter 4 provides
a theoretical background to understand underwater acoustics. Chapter 5 describes passive sonar signal
processing in six sections: element health, frequency filter, beamformer, detection processor, tracking and
estimation, and classifier. Chapter 6 describes how the data was processed. Chapter 7 describes the ICEX16
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data analysis. This chapter covered the attempt to localize ice events using acoustic data collected from a
towed array. Additionally, Chapter 7 shows the impact AUV Macrura self-noise had on the collected
acoustic data and confirmed the surface duct acoustic propagation estimation model developed with data
from other parts of the world’s oceans.
At the conclusion of Chapter 7, the research question pivoted from localizing ice events using a
towed array to developing an adaptive hyperbola array shape estimator to better approximate towed array
curvature, thereby, improving the heading associated with acoustic-based signals.
Chapter 8 provides the revised problem statement and associated research approach. Chapter 9
describes the Massachusetts Bay Field Experiment 2019 (FEX19) experimental design. Lessons learned
from ICEX16 were addressed and tested in FEX19. Chapter 10 provides FEX19 results and analysis.
Analysis focused on the impact AUV Macrura self-noise had on the collected acoustic data, effect a
hexagonal search pattern had on minimizing the collection of error prone data, and establishment of a
straight-line beamformer’s effectiveness in determining an acoustic source’s bearing relative to global
positioning system (GPS). Chapter 11 describes the adaptive hyperbola array shape estimation model.
Discussion focused on the discussing the relative improvement in error prone data collection between
ICEX16 and FEX19, initial adaptive hyperbola array shape estimation model, and the refined adaptive
hyperbola array shape estimation model. Chapter 12 provides a conclusion, recommendations for future
work, and general description of applying this research on platforms other than AUVs.

Original Contributions
In this thesis, two original contributions were made to the field of underwater acoustics. First, demonstration
that imposing a hexagonal search pattern lessened the collection of error prone acoustic data without
hindering the accomplishment of scientific objectives. Second, demonstration that using a adaptive
hyperbola array shape estimator better approximated towed array curvature resulted in improved bearing
alignment compared to the traditional straight-line beamformer.
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CHAPTER 2: U.S. HISTORICAL CONTEXT
Global interest in the Arctic has dramatically changed over the last century. First, as a showcase of human
endurance. April 6, 1909, RDML Robert Peary, accompanied by Matthew Henson and four Inuit men,
Ootah, Seeglo, Egingwah, and Ooqueah, reached the North Pole on land [Figure 1] 1. Next, as a proving
ground of technological superiority. August 3, 1958, the USS NAUTILUS (SSN 571) successfully
completed Operation Sunshine when she reached the geographic North Pole demonstrating American
technological strength in the underwater domain in response to Russia’s successful Sputnik I launch on
October 4, 1957 [Figure 2]2. Further, as a focus of civilian and military scientific research. August 26,
1993, the first Scientific Ice Expedition (SCICEX) brought together the curiosity of researchers and
unique mobility of U.S. submarines to collect geology, physics, chemistry, and biology data from over
10,000 miles of ship track in the Arctic. Numerous samples from some regions that have never before
been visited [Figure 3]3.

Figure 1: Human Endurance, RMDL Peary Expedition
(National Geographic Society Graphic) 1

Figure 2: Technological Strength, USS NAUTILUS
(SSN 571)
(Submarine Force Library Graphic)2
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Figure 3: SCICEX Transects from 1993 to 2005
(Arctic Submarine Laboratory Graphic)3

As the minimum extent of sea ice cover decreases and associated area of summer open water
increases, navigable seasons of arctic commercial routes are projected to lengthen between 2014 and 2030
from 21 weeks to 27 weeks of open water (less than 10% ice coverage) and 6 weeks to 10 weeks of
shoulder season (10% to 40% ice coverage) in the Bering Strait. Improvements in navigable seasons of
arctic commercial routes are similarly projected in the Transpolar Route, Northern Sea Route, and
Northwest Passage [Figure 4]4,5. Figure 54 shows a visual depiction of the anticipated future artic transit
routes superimposed over the U.S. Navy’s consensus assessment of the sea ice extent minima.
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Figure 4: Arctic Transit Routes Availability
Vessel projections courtesy of the Office of Naval Intelligence. (United States Navy Graphic)4

Figure 5: Anticipated Arctic Transit Routes
Routes Superimposed Over Navy Consensus Assessment of Sea Ice Extent Minima (United States Navy Graphic) 4
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Region

Crude Oil (billion
barrels)
30.70
58.09
1.20
89.98

Natural Gas
(trillion cubic
feet)
1,219.39
435.40
13.87
1,668.66

Natural Gas
Liquids (billion
barrles)
27.55
16.20
0.31
44.06

Total Resources,
Oil Equivalent
(billion bbl)
261.49
146.85
3.82
412.16

Eurasia
North America
Indeterminate
Total
Eurasia
North America
Indeterminate

34.1%
64.6%
1.3%

73.1%
26.1%
0.8%

62.5%
36.8%
0.7%

63.4%
35.6%
0.9%

Total

100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
Table 1: Regional Concentration of Arctic Oil and Natural Gas Resources
Data Set by Continental Land Mass, based on the USGS Mean Estimates. Indeterminate regions are those not conclusively
assigned to either continent such as Lomonosov-Makarov, Hope Basin, and North Chukchi-Wrangel Foreland Basin.6

The Arctic region holds about 22% of the world’s unconventional oil and natural gas resources,
based on the United States Geological Survey (USGS) mean estimate [Table 1] 6 as well as significant
amounts of mineral resources, including but not limited to iron ore, zinc, nickel, graphite, and palladium 4.
As commercial interests, tourism, natural resource extraction, fishing, and trade continue to rise in the
Arctic, implications for national security, search and rescue, oil spill preparedness and response, and
domain awareness will become more complex.
Ensuring American interests in the region will require the United States of America to maintain
both a scientific and technical competitive advantage. To support this objective, the U.S. Navy regularly
conducts science accommodation missions for unclassified scientific research. These missions may be part
of larger classified submarine exercises or unclassified ice exercises (ICEX). An example was ICEX16,
where participants from four nations (Canada, Great Britain, Norway, and U.S.A.) and various universities
collaborated with the U.S. Navy to advance understanding of the Arctic environment. 6 In addition to
collection of unclassified scientific data, the ICEX program also provides a proving ground for submarine
Arctic operability and warfighting, which supports continued safe operation and tactical capability of all
U.S. fast attack submarines conducting routine operations in the Arctic. 7
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Fundamental Arctic Changes
Satellite passive microwave observation from 1979-2015, indicate an end-of-summer minimum sea
ice extent (areal coverage) and the end-of-winter maximum sea ice extent decrease of 40 percent and 9
percent, respectively8. During this time period, the age and thickness distributions of the ice cover has also
decreased as the area of seasonal ice increases at the expense of the older, thicker perennial ice9, 10. The
drop in ice area and ice thickness result in a decrease in sea ice volume contributes to an increase in observed
ice drift speed11 that may be responsible for higher deformation and pressure ridging rates 12. Overall, these
factors decrease the mechanical strength of the ice cover and allow for more deformation events and higher
drift speeds13. The deformation and ridging processes, along with thermodynamics, controls the amount of
open water, ice thickness distribution, and indirectly the drifting properties of the sea ice cover. Arguably,
the combination of sea ice kinematics and thermodynamics increase deformation rates (i.e. stronger fracture
events), which leads to more lead openings, decrease in albedo, and possibly faster export of ice through
the Fram Strait.13 In this context, Arctic sea ice cover can be considered as a thin plate stressed mainly under
the action of winds and ocean currents14, where deformation rates accommodate most of the fracturing and
faulting of the sea ice cover15, 16. The change in sea ice cover directly impacts the change in the acoustic
environment.

Focus – Arctic Ocean Ambient Sound
Sound propagation in the Arctic differs from non-polar regions in two ways: 1. Presence of sea ice
affects how sound waves propagate through the water column. 2. Sound propagation characteristics of the
Arctic water column (i.e. sound speed profile) differs from non-polar regions due to a layer dynamics caused
by having freshwater near the surface, which lowers the salinity and density of the water layer on the
surface.
During the Cold War, specifically from the 1960s through the 1980s, extensive acoustic
propagation research was conducted in the Arctic. At that time, much of the sea ice in the Arctic persisted
from one winter to the next, forming multiyear ice. Multiyear ice consisted of relatively smooth floes with
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pressure ridges that were formed as the ice floes were compressed by winds and currents. Underneath the
pressure ridges, ice keels extended as much as tens of meters into the water column. Deep ice keels scattered
or blocked sound at higher frequencies, typically limiting long-range propagation to frequencies below
about 30Hz. Additionally, some sound energy travels from the sea water into the ice, where the attenuation
is higher. Sound weakens more rapidly and propagates less far from a source in the presence of sea ice due
to the combination of scattering and attenuation effects. Historically these effects have made acoustic
intensity decrease more rapidly at higher frequencies than at lower frequencies as the range from the source
increases.
The Beaufort Sea region in the Arctic is a particularly interesting area of study given the availability
of historical data and presence of an influx of warm water entering the region from the Bering Strait, known
as the “Beaufort Lens”. First discovered in the 1970s, this influx of warm water entering from the Bearing
Straight sits neutrally buoyant at 60-80m depth.17 Recent observations by the Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution (WHOI) Ice-Tethered Profile program indicate both a strengthening of intensity and greater
geographic spread.18 This warm-water layer has replaced the historical monotonically depth-increasing
Arctic Ocean sound speed profile (SSP) with a double duct environment SSP, one at the surface and another
at approximately 100-200m depth19. Recorded ambient noise in Sea Ice Fracture Inversion’s Sea Ice
Mechanics Initiative (SIMI) 1994 and ICEX16 allowed for a temporal statistical comparison of transient
ice events. The resultant comparison supports replacing the historical assumption of a continuous and
uniform distribution of sources with an acoustic model dominated by surface noise sources at discrete
ranges19 Past analyses have focused on the deeper sound duct. These analyses supported the characterization
of the Beaufort Sea as a Marginal Ice Zone (MIZ) rather than a hard packed region.
These physical differences shape the sound speed profile in a manner that causes sound-pressure
waves to refract towards the surface where sound-pressure waves then refract back down, thereby, forming
a surface duct for sound waves that possess a frequency higher than the associated surface duct cutoff
frequency. Sound trapped in this Arctic sound channel propagates further than if this layer was absent or
similar shallow depths in non-polar regions 20. Despite the improved range provided by such a layer, the
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interactions of a sound wave with ice in the Arctic sound channel leads to more attenuation, which limits
the propagation distance of sound relative to distances associated with a deep sound channel or Sound
Fixing and Ranging (SOFAR) channel where the repeated up and down refraction of sound-pressure waves
only interacts with water20. Frequencies between 15Hz and 30Hz travel most efficiently through the Arctic
sound channel21, and high frequency sounds do not propagate as far as lower frequency sounds 22, which is
similar for the SOFAR channels 20. Frequencies below 15Hz are not effectively propagated through the
Arctic sound channel.
Recently, the Arctic has warmed considerably, which has dramatically decreased the extent of
multiyear ice and ice thickness throughout the Arctic. The effect of these changes can be expected to be
significant compared to research conducted during the Cold War. This thesis looked to develop a
beamformer better able to approximate actual towed-array curvature to analyze ICEX16 acoustic data
collected from a towed array in a horizontal configuration in the shallow sound duct formed by the Beaufort
Lens. After characterizing the shallower sound duct in the Beaufort Sea, the developed beamformer was
used to characterize ambient noise in Massachusetts Bay as part of engineering tests to test ways to improve
signal processing of the DURIP towed array for ICEX 2020 (ICEX20).

Problem – Towed Array Curvature
Historically, Arctic acoustic research was conducted from different platforms ranging from surface
vessels capable of navigating areas of thicker sea ice to submarines navigating under sea ice to fixed
undersea sensor networks were used to collect acoustic data. The mobile research platforms use a variety
of acoustic sensors to accomplish these scientific objectives. Majority of these sensors are within or rigidly
fixed to the hull of the vessel. From a data analysis perspective, acoustic data collected from these sensors
are easily positioned within a global reference, since the research vessel’s position was known within a
navigable error threshold. These sensors are limited in aperture and hindered by own ship noise sources.
These two disadvantages limit the effectiveness of a sonar system in collecting data from low noise-emitting
sound sources or more finely resolve specific sound sources in a dynamic environment. Commonly, a towed
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array that trails the vessel is used to address these concerns. A towed array is a sonar system that consists
of an array section, vibration insulation module at each end of the array section, towing cable, tail rope
(drogue), winch for handling the array, and signal processing equipment onboard the vessel from which the
towed array is deployed. Towed arrays are generally 40-80mm in diameter and may be up to thousands of
meters long. When a towed array is deployed, vehicle maneuvers are limited to ensure that the towed array
remains straight.
More recently, advances in undersea technology have allowed autonomous unmanned vehicles
(AUVs) to deploy towed arrays for acoustic data collection. Persistent data collection ability, relatively low
cost, and accessibility have led to the increased use of AUVs in acoustic undersea research. These
advantages translate to a vessel with limited range requiring support from a larger research vessel or a
nearby research station. Depending on the risk-reward balance of particular mission sets, AUVs may be
required to maneuver more often to stay within recovery distance of a supporting research platform. These
maneuvers have limited impact to onboard acoustic sensors, but have significant impact on a towed array.
Large surface and submerged research platforms impose speed and maneuvering constraints when
a towed array was deployed. These constraints aimed to minimize flow noise across the towed array,
maintain the towed array in a plane parallel to the surface, minimize bending stresses during vehicle
maneuvers, and maximize the amount of time the towed array was straight. Of these constraints, AUVs
differ most greatly in the frequency of maneuvers conducted. The increased number of maneuvers lessens
the amount of time a towed array may be straight.
Traditionally, underlying acoustic processing system assumes a straight towed array when it
beamforms collected acoustic data. Beamforming data collected when the towed array is not straight,
introduces bearing errors that cannot be removed post beamforming. In practice, data collected during
vehicle maneuvers and immediately after a vehicle maneuver are not analyzed. Deeper discussion of sonar
signal processing may be found in Chapter 5.
Combination of AUV’s limited range and rejection of data collected from vehicle maneuvers
severely limits the potential research impact of AUVs. By developing a beamformer that better
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approximates towed array curvature before, during, and after a vehicle maneuver, a larger amount of data
may be analyzed.
ICEX16 towed array curvature was driven by the experimental setup, where the vehicle’s
autonomous navigational system aimed to maintain itself within a set distance from the ice-hole it was
lowered. The dynamic sea ice movement, a net westward speed of 0.5 KTS, forced AUV Macrura to
continuously adjust its heading. These heading adjustments were relatively sharp maneuvers and led to
temporary heading differences between the forward compass and the aft compass of greater than 15°. These
heading differences translated to large deviations between the real positions of the towed array hydrophones
and the underlying beamformer positions of the towed array hydrophones. This insight shifted the focus of
the thesis, post-FEX19, to developing a beamformer model that would better approximate the curvature of
the towed array to improve the analysis of collected acoustic data. For reference, ICEX16 location may be
found in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Spatial Extent of the Beaufort Lens
The double ducted profiles were detected by Ice-Tethered Profilers (ITPs) marked with red boxes. A red '+' represents an ITP that
has not detected the Beaufort Lens. The blue dot showed the approximate locations of the ICEX and Transarctic Acoustic
Propagation (TAP) camps. The yellow dot showed the approximate location of the source used for the TAP experiment 23
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Thesis Objectives
The original thesis focus was to determine directionality of noise in the surface duct (sea ice to
50m) using AUV Macrura with the DURIP towed array deployed in a horizontal configuration. This
research question was left unaddressed, since the ICEX16 data proved too limited to determine
directionality. The tools developed in this endeavor were able to be leveraged towards characterizing
ambient noise levels in the surface duct. Better understanding of the ambient environment would improve
the ability for AUVs to operate in the surface duct or during transitions between the sea ice surface and
depths below the surface duct.
Three particular steps were taken from analysis of ICEX16 data and the data collected from a
follow-on field experiment conducted in Massachusetts Bay:
1. Evaluate the data collected in the upper surface duct formed by the Beaufort Lens and determine
whether the Beaufort Lens entrapped frequencies similar to surface ducts found in other parts of
the world. More specifically, determine whether there exists a surface duct cutoff frequency.
2. Determine AUV Macrura acoustic self-noise impact by comparing ICEX16 and Field Experiment
2019 acoustic data. Given the significant differences in ocean environment, the argument that
certain frequency patterns present in both acoustic data sets would be attributable to vehicle selfnoise would be strengthened though not definite.
3. Show that the maneuvers conducted during ICEX16 had limited amounts of time that met the
fundamental linear towed array model assumed in the underlying beamformer. Once proven,
develop a beamformer model that attempts to approximate the towed array curvature induced
during vehicle maneuvers in order to more accurately beamform the collected acoustic data.
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CHAPTER 3: ARCTIC RESEARCH PLATFORMS
In December 2016, the Executive Office of the President released Interagency Arctic Research Policy
Committee’s (IARPC) Arctic Research Plan: FY 2017-2021 to advance nine research goals that will greatly
benefit from interagency coordination and inform national policy in the Arctic. 22 The research goal of
enhancing understanding and improving predictions of the changing sea ice cover was particularly relevant
to this thesis.
Historically, research in the Arctic Ocean has been supported by a variety of platforms such as
icebreakers, ice-strengthened ships, submarines, aircrafts, satellites, long-term and short-term ice stations,
human-operated vehicles (HOVs), and AUVs. Each research platform has advantages and disadvantages
associated with access to the research area, properties that can be measured, spatial and temporal sampling
capabilities, and cost. For any given scientific purpose, one platform may be clearly superior. For instance,
if the discussion is limited to proven measurement systems, satellites are best for measuring the extent of
sea ice throughout the entire Arctic on time scales of days to decades. Autonomous ice buoys are best for
measuring the local synoptic patterns of surface air pressure and winds on similar time scales above the
water as well as measure take local synoptic time-series measurements of properties that affect sound speed
(temperature and salinity) below the water. Submarines are best for rapidly covering the entire ocean basin,
for measuring the large-scale volume and morphology of sea ice throughout the basin, and for acoustic and
gravity surveys. Ice camps allow long time series drifting measurements, while field camps on land allow
long-term studies in particular coastal locations. A research icebreaker provides the best opportunity for
carrying large scientific parties and instrumentation to specific locations for sampling or experimentation
and for interdisciplinary studies. Certain tasks, such as large-scale horizontal towing (possible in some ice
conditions), large-scale coring of shallow sediments, and processing of large volumes of seawater and biota,
require a research icebreaker.24
Icebreakers, such as the USCG Polar Sea, are uniquely qualified as a moveable laboratory that can
transport scientists and equipment to polar regions; however, the limited number of vessels, support of
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scientific research is not the sole mission (and in some cases not the primary mission), and limited science
capabilities aboard limit their effectiveness. Focusing on USCG Cutters, Polar Sea and Polar Star, some
modifications and added equipment have improved the limited oceanographic research capabilities on these
vessels, but generally remain less effective than an ice-strengthened ship designed with artic research as its
primary mission.24
Although limited in number, ice-strengthened ships, such as the RV Skiuliaq (“young sea ice” in
the Iñupiaq language25) commissioned in 2014 for $200 million26, bring a much more persistent solution
with greater research capability to the polar regions [Figure 7]. These vessels have the latest oceanographic
and acoustic sensors to support AUV operations and navigate a variety of environments. Whether along
coastlines, in ice-bound waters, or in the open sea, these vessels are able to explore a wide range of questions
ranging from animal migration patterns to sea floor mapping to spread of pollutants to sediment collection.26
These vessels do need an escort around multiyear ice. Additionally, conducting research in the polar regions
during a cost-constrained environment has forced the National Science Foundation’s Office of Polar
Programs to reevaluate and resize the polar research fleet. RV Skiuliaq is one of three capable, modern
polar vessels expected to join the aging 23 fleet U.S. oceanographic-research fleet 27 over the next few
decades aside from replacement U.S. Coast Guard Polar Security Cutters scheduled for initial delivery in
202428. The drop in fleet resources was driven by the ability to leverage improvements in polar-orbit
satellites, deep-sea submersibles, and AUVs. Combination of these technologies enabled polar-region
research to progress despite a drop in dedicated funding.29

Figure 7: RV Sikuliaq26
(University of Alaska Fairbanks)
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Submarines, such as the SSN PARGO (SSN-650)24 in SCICEX, USS HAMPTON (SSN-767) in
ICEX16, and USS HARTFORD (SSN-768) in ICEX16 [Figure 8]7, 30, proved ideal for underwater data
collection given their ability to operate independent of surface conditions. Limited space for scientists to
live and work, security considerations that limit international cooperation, naval policy limiting operational
locations, and limited opportunities to support scientific objectives (ex. SCICEX and ICEX) make
submarines better as a complementary platform rather than the lead research platform. 24

Figure 8: U.S. and U.K. Submarines Broaching Sea Ice for ICEX1630

Most aircraft support services are operated by private contractors offering a variety of options to
put scientific parties on the ice, support them, and retrieve them at the completion of operations. Although
these are logistic support operations, many of these aircraft can be configured to conduct aerial survey
operations such as photography and remote sensing. These aircraft are funded by individual scientific
programs that require their services. There are some highly specialized, and usually large, aircraft (ex.
NASA ER-2, Navy P-3) that are specially configured for various types of science missions. These costly,
high-maintenance systems, supported and operated by the government, have shifted to seeking full-cost
recovery for their services making their operating expenses on par with icebreakers. 24
Very few satellites are designed to pass over the Arctic and have a mounted altimeter capable of
accurately measuring ice thickness. Within this satellite subset, a large set of priority tasking severely limits
the ability to provide persistent coverage of a slowly changing sea ice cover. Even so, there are some
satellites, such as the Ice, Cloud and Land Elevation Satellite (ICESat) and its replacement ICESat-2 (nearly
$1 billion)31. These satellites are part of National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s (NASA) Earth
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Observing System mission to measure ice sheet elevation, ice thickness, land topography, vegetation
characteristics, and clouds. ICESat and ICESat2 fly similar patterns of a 91-day exact repeat orbit with a
94° inclination at 600 km altitude to repeat observations to build the changes in ice thickness using a 2D
picture [Figure 9].32 Despite the successes of ICESat and other similar satellites, they are limited to when
the satellite is able to be over the desired location with no cloud cover. Further, coverage focuses largely
on information attainable from the surface (ex. sea ice extent) and is unable to acquire information under
the ice (ex. acoustics). 33,34 For reference, ICESat2, measured sea ice thickness to between approximately
1.2m to 1.9m during the month of March. Longitude and latitude were estimated using the approximate
location of the ICEX camp in Figure 6.

Figure 9: ATL03 GT3R Georeferenced Photon Returns
St. Thomas Project Site. The x-axis denotes time along ICESat-2's orbital track from an arbitrary segment start time, while the yaxis is the WGS84 (G1762) ellipsoid height in meters. 34 Note the ability to map the seafloor 50m below the water surface.

Ice camps are generally the simplest and lowest cost research platforms for some applications.
Historically, locations are stable and not space-limited in the area surrounding the site. The camps are solely
dependent on aircraft for placement, support, and removal. Long-duration camps are less prevalent in the
northern polar region given the thin character of sea ice. Short-duration camps are highly portable and can
be established for a specific purpose or mission.24 An example of a short-duration camp formed for ICEX
2018 (ICEX18) [Figure 10]. With a focus on the Arctic, thinning sea ice and less multiyear sea ice made
the use of short-duration camps more difficult as seen with ICEX16.7,29,30 Although the Navy met its primary
objectives, unstable sea ice threatened the ability to maintain the ice camp and forced an earlier camp. 7
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Figure 10: Ice Camp 201830

HOVs enhance the effectiveness of surface research vessels and submerged vessels in attaining
greater coverage of the ocean environment. Although data acquisition is greatly improved with these
vehicles, HOVs require additional human involvement in operating the vehicle and have additional capital
and material considerations. HOVs have the advantage of bringing human eyes and knowledge into the
deep, but with the additional complexity of designing and deploying them35. Technological improvements
have enabled remotely-operated vehicles (ROVs) to replace some HOVs, thereby, easing human-factor
design complexity and allowing operators to collect data from afar. ROVs still task human endurance and
require a level of skill and proficiency to effectively operate them even in the best weather conditions.
AUVs equipped with oceanographic and acoustic sensors provide an even more persistent solution
to attaining greater coverage of the Arctic. Ability to collect data above and below the ice in the harsh Arctic
environment with limited tasking on human endurance greatly improves the amount of collectable data 36.
Given their limitation in endurance or payload, AUVs must be operated in conjunction with a surface
research vessel, submerged vessel, or an established base camp. The persistent data collection ability of
AUVs, relatively low cost, and accessibility are the primary reason they are used for this research of
acoustic characterization of ice events. 24

Types of AUVs
AUVs are programmable, robotic vehicles that, depending on their design, can drift, glide, or drive
through the ocean without real-time control by human operators. Some AUVs communicate with operators
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periodically or continuously through satellite signals or underwater acoustic beacons to permit some level
of control.36
Drifters are AUVs that can fly slowly or hover and are best suited for collecting highly detailed
sonar and optical images, track the fate of descending particles, follow rising bubbles, and allow for general
in situ behavior observations. Depending on the design, drifters may require minimal communication as
they undertake a mission over the span of hours before returning. A focus on stability and high-fidelity data
collection limits the general endurance of these vehicles and often require a greater supporting
infrastructure.36
Gliders are AUVs best suited for studies where high-resolution observations of weekly or monthly
changes in the ocean are required. The ability to roam independently along pre-programmed routes and
surfacing to transmit data and accept new commands using internal bladders to control buoyancy make
them ideal for long-endurance expeditions. Long endurance comes at the cost of slower speed and smaller
payload capacity, which limits the rate and variety that data is collected. 36
Drivers are AUVs capable of surveying and mapping an area while carrying a larger payload to
sample and record other environmental data. This category generally falls into two subdivisions based on
whether the vehicle is torpedo-shaped or non-torpedo shaped. The primary advantage of torpedo-shaped
AUVs is that they are common, whereas non-torpedo-shaped AUVs are generally specifically designed to
carry particular payloads or undertake a particular mission set. Given the uniqueness of non-torpedo-shaped
AUVs they are generally more expensive and used when the situation arises.36

Bluefin-21
The Bluefin-21 torpedo-shaped AUV was the chosen vehicle for data collection during ICEX16
given its ability to haul a towed array, driver propulsion-type AUV, payload capacity, availability, and
relatively high-energy capacity [Figure 11]. Additionally, it was a proven AUV used in a variety of
applications including search and salvage, archaeology and exploration, oceanography, mine
countermeasure (MCM), unexploded ordnance (UXO), anti-submarine warfare (ASW), and rapid
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environmental assessment (REA).37 The 21” diameter hull is named “Macrura” and is maintained by the
Laboratory Autonomous Marine Sensing Systems (LAMSS).37 Additional specifications may be found in
Table 2.

Figure 11: Bluefin-2137

Table 2: Bluefin-21 Specifications37
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Towed Array – DURIP
The array used in ICEX16 was the Defense University Research Instrumentation Program (DURIP)
array. The DURIP array has a total of 32 hydrophones with a total acoustic aperture of 30m. A nested array,
the first 5 hydrophones (oriented from the forward compass) are spaced 1.5m apart followed by a 1.5m
space and 22 hydrophones spaced 0.75m apart and finally a 1.5m space with 5 hydrophones spaced 1.5m
apart [Figure 12]38. The hydrophones have a sensitivity of -176dB/V/µPa, with a sensitivity tolerance of +/1dB.39 Additional upgrades to AUV Macrura were a high-grade inertial navigation system (INS), an upward
looking Doppler velocity log (DVL) and WHOI Micromodems to supporting integration with the camp
acoustic tracking system and communication infrastructure. 40

Figure 12: AUV Macrura Bluefin 21 AUV and MIT DURIP Towed Array40

Physical hydrophone spacing determines the design frequency the towed array may receive. These
frequencies are measured when acoustic wavelength is equal to twice the array spacing d in meters:
𝑑=

𝜆
2

𝜆=

𝑐
𝑓

where 𝜆 is acoustic wavelength in meters, 𝑐 is sound speed water in meters per second, and 𝑓 is acoustic
frequency in hertz. Rearranging the above equations, the design frequency for an array spacing d is:
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𝑓𝑑 =

𝑐
2𝑑

The DURIP towed array was designed assuming a sound speed, 𝑐 = 1500𝑚/𝑠, which sets the
design frequencies at 1000Hz for the 1.5m spaced hydrophones and 500Hz for the 0.75m spaced
hydrophones. Lower frequencies can be measured by choosing elements spaced further apart, but it comes
at the cost of lower resolution as the associated array aperture drops. A longer array would overcome this
trade-off by providing a larger aperture with hydrophones spaced further apart. In practice, the DURIP array
has an effective lower bound of approximately 100Hz. 38 Frequencies above 1000Hz undergo can be
measured, but aliasing becomes more significant as the acoustic wavelength becomes significantly smaller
than the array spacing thereby making directionality less reliable.
Each hydrophone has a sampling rate of 12kHz. Data was stored in as 2-second intervals for easier
data management.39 Additional array instruments include two compasses (one forward, one aft) to
determine array position and a pressure sensor (aft of the hydrophones). The pressure and compass readings
are sampled every 0.25 seconds (4Hz). The lower non-acoustic data sample rate38 required the acoustic data
to be linearly interpolated to align them with the non-acoustic data.
This chapter discussed the various arctic research platforms. Specific focus was given to the AUV
Macrura and DURIP towed array used to collect the acoustic data sets. The following chapter provides the
relevant background needed to understand underwater acoustics as well as a description of the methodology
implemented in the data analysis process.
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CHAPTER 4: UNDERWATER ACOUSTICS
Wave Equation
Underwater acoustic wave propagation is governed by the wave equation. Given that underwater
sound propagates as an expanding pressure wave, the wave equation is solved in terms of pressure and may
be derived by applying the conservation of mass, Euler’s equation, and the adiabatic equation of state. For
most purposes, the following linear second-order partial differential equation is sufficient:
1
1 𝜕 2𝑝
𝜌∇ ∙ ( ∇𝜌) − 2 2 = 0
𝜌
𝑐 𝜕𝑡
where 𝜌 is density, ∇ is the gradient operator, 𝑝 is pressure, 𝑐 is sound speed, and 𝑡is time. See Appendix
A for a derivation of this equation. 41

Variable Sound Speed Profile (SSP)
The speed of a sound wave depends on the elastic and inertia properties of the medium through
which it travels. When a wave encounters a different medium, it undergoes a speed change that causes it to
change directions. A common example is when a ray of light is incident upon a boundary between two
media (ex. air and water), where the direction of the wave before and after the boundary between the two
media is represented by the Snell’s Law41 presented below:
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃1 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃2
=
𝑐1
𝑐2
where 𝜃1 is the incident angle, 𝑐1 is the sound speed in the incident medium, 𝜃2 is the refracted angle, and
𝑐2 is the sound speed in the refracted medium.
In underwater acoustics, sound waves do not encounter an abrupt change in medium properties.
Instead the wave speed changes gradually over a given distance. The ocean is an acoustic waveguide limited
above by the sea surface and below by the seafloor. The speed of sound in the waveguide plays the same
role as the index of refraction does in optics. Sound speed is normally related to density and compressibility.
In the ocean, density is related to static pressure, salinity, and temperature. The sound speed in the ocean is
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an increasing function of temperature, salinity, and pressure, the latter being a function of depth. It is
customary to express sound speed, 𝑐, as follows:
𝑐 = 1449.2 + 4.6𝑇 − 0.055𝑇 2 + 0.00029𝑇 3 + (1.34 − 0.01𝑇)(𝑆 − 35) + 0.016𝑧
where 𝑇 is temperature in degrees centigrade, 𝑆 is salinity in parts per thousand, and 𝑧 is depth in meters.
For most purposes, the above equation is sufficiently accurate. 41 Resulting in sound waves bending locally
toward regions of low sound speed. This phenomenon could create a “shadow zone” region, where sound
waves are unable to penetrate. In this scenario it may be possible for an observer in the shadow zone to see
the source, but be unable to hear the sound as sounds waves are refracted away from the warmer water the
observer is within.41
In non-polar regions, the oceanographic properties of the water near the surface result from mixing
due to wind and wave activity at the air-sea interface. This near-surface mixed layer has a constant
temperature. (An exception is in calm, warm surface conditions, where temperature increases near the
surface, driven by seasonal or diurnal heating, increase sound speed near the surface). The Sound Speed
Profile (SSP) of an isothermal mixed layer increases with depth because of the pressure gradient effect.
This is the surface duct region, and its existence depends on the near-surface oceanographic conditions. 41
Below the mixed layer is the thermocline where the temperature decreases with depth and therefore
the sound speed also decreases with depth. Below the thermocline, the temperature is constant (about 2°C
– a thermodynamic property of salt water at high pressure) and the sound speed increases because of
increasing pressure. Therefore, between the deep isothermal region and the mixed layer, we must have a
minimum sound speed which is often referred to as the axis of the deep sound channel. However, in polar
regions, the water is coldest near the surface and hence the minimum sound speed is at the ocean-air (or
ice) interface.41
It is important to realize that the sound-speed structure is not frozen in time or space. It varies based
on weather systems and slow-moving currents. SSP, such as Figure 13, show a good approximation of the
environment at a specific point of time for a specific location. Although useful for analysis at the time of
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data collection and as a source of historical understanding, some thought should be placed in using it over
a larger geographical area or a different time period.

Figure 13: Generic Sound Speed Profile41

Arctic Propagation
Propagation in the Arctic is characterized by an upward refracting profile over the entire water
depth causing energy to undergo repeated reflections at the underside of the ice. Historically, the SSP can
often be approximated by two linear segments with a steep gradient shallower than 200m creating a strong
surface duct followed by a standard hydrostatic pressure gradient (0.016m/s/m) below (Figure 14).19,41 A
description of the ray tracing seen in Figure 13 may be found in Appendix B. The steep gradient in the
upper layer is caused by the increase in temperature and in salinity with depth. The low salinity near the ice
cover is due to freshwater contributions from melting. The ray diagram shows that sound leaving the source
within +/- 17° aperture interacts only with the sea surface. In case of ice cover, these propagation paths will
all be subject to a scattering loss at the rough underside of the ice.41
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Figure 14: Historic Arctic Propagation for 100m Deep Source41

Arctic propagation is known to degrade rapidly with increasing frequency over 30Hz and be
relatively poor below 10Hz. High-frequency loss is attributed to scattering from the rough underside of the
ice, while the low-frequency loss is attributed to bottom-loss interaction since low-frequency source beams
are steeper and not effectively trapped in the Arctic sound channel.

Sound Pressure Level Bandwidths
Researchers vary Sound Pressure Level (SPL) bandwidths based on the capability of their recording
system, the quality of their data, and the specific research question that they are trying to answer. This
varying bandwidth makes a comparison of SPLs between studies difficult. In order to accurately compare
between larger numbers of studies, it is necessary to compare PSDs rather than SPLs. The Protection of the
Arctic Marine Environment and Artic Council joint report, “Underwater Noise in the Arctic: A State of
Knowledge Report”21 provides a good summary of published literature results to which one could compare
their own results. Multiple studies in the report collected underwater acoustic measurements over multiple
months over a wide frequency range throughout the Arctic.
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Surface Duct Cutoff Frequency
The surface duct ceases to trap energy when the acoustic wavelength becomes too large. This wavetheory cutoff phenomenon may be approximated with the following formula 41:
𝑓0 ≅

1500
0.008 ∗ 𝐷3/2

where 𝐷 is the isothermal surface layer depth in meters, and 𝑓0 is the surface duct cutoff frequency in hertz.
A 100m deep surface duct has a surface duct cutoff frequency that is approximately 188Hz.
Similarly, a 200m mixed layer would act as a sound channel only for frequencies above 66.3Hz. In general,
shallow ducts (D < 50m) are more common, but they are effective waveguides only at higher frequencies
where scattering losses become significant. The deeper ducts (D > 100m), on the other hand, are effective
waveguides down to much lower frequencies, but they occur less frequently. 41 As mentioned in the
introduction, the warm Pacific Ocean intrusion, known as the Beaufort Lens, changed the acoustic
environment by creating a double channel surface duct with one interacting with sea ice above the Beaufort
Lens and one without surface interaction below the Beaufort Lens [Figure 15]. Focus in this thesis is the
shallower surface duct above the Beaufort Lens.

Figure 15: Classic Profile vs Double-Ducted Profile
Beaufort Lens Impact on Historic Arctic Acoustics Evident by Double-Ducted Profile.23
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Sea Ice Dynamics
Arctic ice circulation consists of two primary components: Beaufort Gyre and Transpolar Drift
Stream. The Beaufort Gyre is a clockwise circulation in the Beaufort Sea driven by an average high-pressure
system that initiates winds over the region. In general, the sea ice formed or trapped in the Beaufort Gyre
circulates in the Arctic for years allowing it to grow much thicker. In addition, the circular rotation of ice
leads to a greater frequency of dynamic ice events (ex. bump, grind) that leads to both a thicker and more
ridged ice flow.42 The Transpolar Drift Stream moves ice from Russia’s Siberian coast across the Arctic
basin to the Fram Strait off the east coast of Greenland. Ice in the Transpolar Drift Stream leaves the Arctic
in about one to two years and generally less thick. The exception is the sea ice that is pushed against northern
Greenland and the Canadian Archipelago, where routine compression and ridge deformation results in the
thickest sea ice. There are short periods of time, such as after a storm or a low pressure system in the region,
causes a complete reversal of direction. 42 Figure 16 provides a geographical map of the Arctic as well as
sites of previous ambient sound level studies.

Figure 16: Location of Ambient Sound Level Studies in the Arctic
Credit: National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, National Geophysical Data Center, and International Bathymetric
Chart of the Arctic Ocean, and General Bathymetric Chart of the Ocean. 21
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CHAPTER 5: SONAR SIGNAL PROCESSING
In a very general sense, sonar and radar operate in a similar fashion. In active scenarios a waveform is
transmitted, reflected off a target, and received at a transducer. The two-way travel time is then used to
calculate the target range. Other target characteristics, such as range and speed, can be determined using
Doppler measurements. In passive scenarios, no sound pulse is transmitted, instead, sound emitted from the
target is detected. Generally, only bearings to the target can be immediately determined using array
beamforming techniques. More information can be gradually discerned using sensory input collected over
time. The different type of energy used for radar and sonar means that they each have their own applications
and characteristics [Figure 17]. Acoustic propagation losses are orders of magnitude less than radio
frequency losses underwater, which makes sonar the preferred modality for sensing underwater. 41 Given
the focus on ambient ocean acoustics, only passive sonar will be discussed.

Figure 17: Radar and Sonar Characteristics

Passive sonar primary characteristics are that system only listens for sound emitted by objects of
interest, performance limited by unwanted noise (ex. biologics, waves, rain, shipping, etc.), and receipt of
noise from a bearing makes accurate range estimation challenging. Given this thesis’ focus, unwanted noise
reflects man-made acoustic sources, biologics, and weather conditions (ex. rain). Passive sonar system, as
seen in Figure 18, starts with collection of acoustic noise from an array of hydrophones or transducers.
Acoustic noise is passed through analog filters and amplifiers prior to data digitization in preparation for
system processing. The processing data is broken down into six sections shown in Figure 18 before it is
outputted to an operator display. Each block in Figure 18 will be further expounded in this chapter.
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Figure 18: Overview of the Sonar System

Passive Sonar Signal Processing
The six sections of sonar signal processing may be categorized as element health, frequency filter,
beamformer, detection processor, tracking and estimation, and classifier. Element health removes nonfunction array elements through an array monitoring system. Frequency filter divides observed operating
bands into smaller frequency bins via fast Fourier transform (FFT). Beamformer combines array elements
for a direction of interest. Detection processor processes filtered data for operator displays and automation.
Tracking and estimation estimates and predicts parameters associated with sonar energy. Classifier
identifies the source of sonar energy. These sections are further discussed in this section. In order to
understand how the sonar signal processing system fits within path between the sound source to final user
interface, a description of the sonar equation is provided.
The sonar equation is a systematic way of estimating the expected signal-to-noise ratios for sonar
[Sound Navigation and Ranging] systems. The signal-to-noise ratio determines whether or not a sonar
system would be able to detect a signal in the presence of background noise in the ocean. It takes into
account the source level, transmission losses (i.e. spreading, absorption, reflection), ambient noises, and
sonar system characteristics (i.e. receiver – array gain and software system – processing gain) as seen in
Figure 19. As seen in Figure 19, the sonar system design only controls the processing gain and array gain.
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The remaining parts of the equation are controlled by the source and environmental considerations. Array
gain is driven by the hardware specifications of the system, while the processing gain is driven by system
processing.

Figure 19: Passive Sonar Equation

Figure 20 shows an example of typical ranges associated with each parameter. It is important to
note that the only source we can control is the design of the system.

Figure 20: Example of Typical Ranges

Figure 21: Element Health43

Understanding the element status of the system is crucial to ensure that the analyzed data is reliable.
This is especially important given the long lifecycles sonar systems are expected to operate between
maintenance cycles. Over time, there is a certain level of expected element failure. Data from an element
failure can be removed or compensated from weighting nearby neighbors. Further, knowing the extent and
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locations of failed elements allows the user to judge how much trust may be placed on the received
information. Figure 21 shows a simple, sonar health monitoring system.

Figure 22: Wider Frequency Filter44

Figure 23: Narrower Frequency Filter44

Establishment of a frequency filter sets the framework for specific types of acoustic sound sources
the system is aimed at analyzing. The discussion focuses largely on the use of wider frequency filters and
narrower frequency filters. Wider frequency filters provide shorter time-series (epochs) between frequency
bins, better transient detection, and less boundary errors related to the system response. Narrower frequency
filters improve classification of narrowband tonals given the improved frequency resolution. The relation
between
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Transient detection refers to the amount of energy placed in each bin. A larger bin ensures that events that
occur over a larger frequency range is able to be aggregated and prioritized in the final output compared to
a narrower frequency filter that spreads the information over multiple bins and may be somewhat washed
out. The boundary errors refer to the scalloping loss associated with each frequency bin. As seen in Figure
22 and Figure 23, each frequency bin has a rounded top. The gap between neighboring frequency bins
reflects energy not observed in a bin. The narrower the frequency filter, the more information is lost.
Initially, the trade-offs discussed here led me to use a FFT of 2048 and a 50% overlap, which resulted in a
6Hz bin size; however, I shifted to a FFT of 12000 and a 50% overlap to better compare the received power
levels and bin size comparison a summary of literature analyses. 19

Figure 24: Beamformer Angle Correction44

Beamforming is a signal processing technique used in sensor arrays for directional signal
transmission or reception. Beamformer collimates signals on an array constructively in desired directions
and destructively in other directions. The improvement in signal strength over an omnidirectional
transmission or reception is referred to as array directivity. This directionality is altered by controling the
phase and relative amplitude of the signal when transmitting and combing received wavefronts in an
expected pattern when receiving [Figure 24]. In practice, active sonar sends a pulse from each projector at
slightly different times, where the projector closet to the ship pulses last. The time spacing aims at having
the pulses make contact at an object at the same time. For passive sonar and the signal of active sonar,
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signal combination is delayed from each hydrophone, where the hydrophone closest to the target, generally
the first to hear a signal, is combined after the longest delay. The received signal may be weighted with
different patterns to achieve desired sensitivity patterns. These weights affect the relative size of the main
lobe, side lobes, and nulls of an associated signal.
Beamforming techniques are generally divided into two categories: conventional beamforming and
adaptive beamforming. Conventional beamfroming uses a fixed set of weightings and time-delays (or
phasings) to combine the signals from the sensors in the array. This method only uses information about
the location of a sensor in space the direction of a received wavefront. The effect is that conventional
beamforing sidelobes are fixed and pass through interference from loud sources, thereby, limiting the ability
to detect queter targets. Adaptive beamforning combines information about the received signal with the
underlying sensor location and received wavefront direction. Incorporation of information about the
received signal helps steer nulls to reject interference from lound sources and enable detection of quieter
targets.

Figure 25: Real World Limitations44

Differences between an ideal array and a real-world array are tied to the physical design of a sonar
system, where hardware limitations affect gain differences, phase errors, and position errors. The
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implication is that response may have elevated sidelobes, reduced output gain, angle of arrival errors, and
uncorrected interference [Figure 25].

Figure 26: Tracking and Estimation44

Analysis of received signaling information occurs over a period of time [Figure 26]. At first, a
detected noise arrives from a specific bearing or elevation relative to the receiver. This initial detection is
only able to measure the azimuth, elevation angle, and received power level of wavefront arrivals. These
properties are measured in relation to the known position of the hydrophones in the system. Accurate
analysis requires a methodology that predicts the track of the noise with estimations of bearing, bearing
rate, range, range rate, course, speed, and depth. Examples of prediction filters include fixed gain filters,
dynamic gain filters (Kalman Filters), and sampling-based filters (particle and grid-based filters). Fixed
Gain filters rely on the comparison of data processed through a fixed measurement function, where target
dynamics outside of a statistically established band leads to system updates. Kalman filters make unimodal
Gaussian assumptions that approximates non-linear measurements and target dynamics, which improves
estimation by using a joint probablity distrubtion over variables for a specific timeframe rather than a single
measurement. Sampling-based filters differ from Kalman Filters in that arbitrary distrubtions are used,
where the choice of distribution is often based on some understanding of the environment or target acoustic
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source to better estimate deviations in target behavior. These estimations are improved with proper
association of new observations with existing tracks that are used to update the contact state. Data
association is categorized into hard assignments, such as comparing nearest data neighbors or a multiple
hypothesis tracking (MHT) method, and soft (probablistic) assignments, such as probablistic data
association or probablistic MHT. The hard assignments are based on explicitly assigning new observations
to existing tracks or initiating them in new tracks and is improved with MHT by testing multiple paths. Soft
assignments rely heavily on probablistic distributions, where the more probably an association of an
observation with a track leads to its incorporation into an existing track or initiation as its own track. Given
the dynamic acoustic background, unassociated observations must be initiated with new tracks. 44
The initial detection is limited by the trade-off between resolution and accuracy. Resolution refers
to the minimum separation needed to distinguish two sources.
𝐴𝑛𝑔𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∝

𝜆
𝐷

where 𝜆 is the wavelength of a wavefront and 𝐷 is the aperture size associated with the acoustic system.
Accuracy refers to the error in measurement due to noise or multipath interferences.
𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 ∝

𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
√𝑆𝑁𝑅

where 𝑆𝑁𝑅 is the signal to noise ratio received from a sound source. As seen from the equation accuracy
improves with increasing SNR. The issue with using a conventional beamforming process is that a sound
source with a large SNR tends to dominate the detected wavefronts and effectively hides quieter sound
sources. As discussed earlier adaptive beamforming process is able to steer nulls to reject interference from
loud sources and enable detection of quieter targets. This thesis used a conventional beamforming process,
since the focus was to look at ambient acoustic sources rather than develop a more sophisticated system
capable of tracking vehicles for improved navigation.
Classification is the final step and relies on specific properties of the acoustic sound source. This
step is developed over a long time period and thorough analysis of various received wavefronts. Man-made
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acoustic sources are generally distinct given specific operational frequencies, tight frequency bands, or
distinct frequency patterns. These frequencies are compared to an established environmental, acoustic
sbaseline to assist in classification. Given this thesis focus on environmental data and remoteness of the
Arctic location, data that is not associated with a known man-made source (ex. AUV) is labeled
environmental.
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CHAPTER 6: SONAR SIGNAL PROCESSING METHODOLOGY
This chapter described how the acoustic data was collected, how that acoustic data was filtered, and
assumptions made. Most parameters were influenced by considerations to make power spectral density
(PSD) outputs comparable to sea ice literature results discussed in the Underwater Noise in the Arctic: A
State of Knowledge Report published by the Protection of the Arctic Marine Environment and Arctic
Council. The remaining parameters were selected by characteristics of the data set. An example was
selection of the evaluated octave frequency bands based on the DURIP towed array design frequencies
discussed in Chapter 3.
One underwater acoustic recorder, AUV Macrura with DURIP towed array, was used to record
ambient noise in the Western Beaufort Sea during ICEX16. This thesis focuses on when the vehicle was
operating in the water with the towed array in a horizontal configuration. The instruments sampled acoustic
data at a sample rate of 12,000Hz for three intervals on the evening of March 15: 22:34:44 to 23:13:58,
23:21:07 to 23:29:01, and 23:33:31 to 00:15:22. All recordings were processed in MATLAB to quantify
the underwater acoustic signals. Sound pressure levels (SPLs) were measured in octaves between 125250Hz, 250-500Hz, and 500-1000Hz. PSDs were computed with 12,000 fast Fourier transforms (FFTs) and
a 50% overlap using a Hanning window to attain 1Hz bins.
𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑠

𝐵𝑖𝑛 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 (𝐻𝑧) =

This thesis used a 1Hz bin, 50% FFTs overlap, and a hanning window selection to better compare
results to a summary of published literature results. A 1Hz bin was considered acceptable for this analysis,
since it was greater than ten times the length of time needed for a sound wave to go from one end of the
array to the other end.
𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑦 = 10 ∗

(2 ∗ 𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑦 )
𝑐

where 𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑦 is the length of time for a sound wave to travel from one end of the array to the other end,
𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑦 is the length of array (30m), and 𝑐 is sound speed. Assuming 𝑐 = 1500𝑚/𝑠, 𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑦 = 0.4 𝑠𝑒𝑐,
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which was less than the 1-second window associated with the chosen 1Hz bin size. For this application, the
1Hz bin provided a good balance between allowing sufficient amount of energy accumulation within an
acoustic data set without spreading acoustic signals over a large window. It should be noted that other
applications would warrant adjustment of the comparison ratio. In general, ambient sound levels were
generally quite low in the Arctic compared to non-Arctic regions as seen in Figure 27. 21

Figure 27: Median Power Spectral Densities
Reported in Different Studies of Ambient Sound Level. Lines Connect Median Values to Help View Data 21

The resultant beamformed sonar data is a three-dimensional data cube, where time was found along
the y-axis, bearing along the x-axis, and frequency along the z-axis. This data was separated into frequency
octaves based on the capability of the recording data, the quality of their recorded data and the specific
research question attempted to be answered. For the purposes of this thesis, the frequency octaves were
125-250Hz, 250-500Hz, and 500-1000Hz. Within each frequency octave, the beamformed sonar data was
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normalized and summed over frequency resulting in a two-dimensional data set. Prior to summing over
frequency, energy summations could have been time-averaged over a time interval smaller than the original
time epoch of the data set to address potential noise fluctuations. Given the 1Hz bin size and associated 1second epoch, time averaging was not conducted for this data set. The resultant two-dimensional data set
showed energy levels at every bearing at a specific time. This data set was then plotted in an energy
spectrum with time along the y-axis, bearing along the x-axis, and the sound power level data points color
coded at each point to graphically portray the acoustic data.
The data was then corrected from a relative-bearings coordinate system to a true-bearings
coordinate system based on AUV Macrura’s heading data. Moving forward an interface set in a truebearings coordinate system could be used to adjust AUV Macrura’s heading to avoid loud ambient sources
in its conduct of various missions.
Both the tools developed to analyze ICEX16 data and analysis of the ambient acoustic data
collected from the DURIP towed array in a horizontal configuration were releasable from Lincoln
Laboratory. Prior to release, a thorough analysis of the data ensured that no man-made acoustic sources
interfered with AUV Macrura’s ability to record ambient environmental data
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CHAPTER 7: ICEX16 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Previous analysis using ICEX16 data focused on the data received when the towed array was in a vertical
configuration. Compared to the horizontal configuration, the vertical configuration had significantly more
data collected over three days compared to a single two-hour window. In addition, the vertical configuration
collected data in the Beaufort Lens as well as both the shallow and deep surface ducts, while the horizontal
configuration only collected data in the shallow duct. Although these advantages allowed the vertical
configuration to determine temporal differences in sea ice activity compared to the 1994 SIMI experiment,
it was unable to determine directionality as well as the impact an operational AUV, such as AUV Macrura,
would have on data collection. Directionality was particularly difficult, since the only sensor that collected
data was the DURIP towed array. The primary challenge was tied to the conical ambiguity associated with
a towed array.
In a vertical configuration, initial receipt of sound at a conical angle has four possible locations
given both left-right ambiguity and shallow-deep ambiguity. Typically, a towed array in a horizontal
configuration is able to constrain the possible arrival location to a left-right ambiguity by understanding
that the acoustic source’s depth is shallower or deeper than its own position. Constraining depth is generally
accomplished by ignoring infeasible possibilities (ex. above the water’s surface, below the ground),
historical operating patterns of the source, and physical constraints (ex. steel hull compression limitation)
of the source. The remaining left-right ambiguity may be resolved by a change in the arrival path’s acoustic
wavefront (ex. own ship maneuver to change geometry). A vertical configuration lacks these advantages
and depends strongly on the acoustic source changing the geometry of an arrival path’s acoustic wavefront
to spatially constrain the noise source.
Energy spectrums, ranging from 125-250Hz, 250-500Hz, and 500-1000Hz, were developed from
acoustic data collected from the towed array in the horizontal configuration. These energy spectrums
showed a distinct ice event [Figure 28 to Figure 30]. These energy spectrums were beamformed with a rigid
array assumption on data collected from the towed array in a horizontal configuration. This underlying
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assumption was found to be untrue in ICEX16 and led to an attempt to develop a adaptive hyperbola array
shape estimation model as discussed in Chapter 11.

Figure 28: 125-250Hz Energy Spectrum Relative to the Towed Array
Note that the red line reflects vehicle heading. Color bar portrays dB/Hz. Multiply the bar by 125Hz to determine sound level in
dB. 0.13-0.21dB/Hz converted to 16.25-26.25dB.

Figure 29: 250-500Hz Energy Spectrum Relative to the Towed Array
Note that the red line reflects vehicle heading. Color bar portrays dB/Hz. Multiply the bar by 250Hz to determine sound level in
dB. 0.08-0.14dB/Hz converted to 20-35dB.
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Figure 30: Energy Spectrum Relative to the Towed Array
Note that the red line reflects vehicle heading. Color bar portrays dB/Hz. Multiply the bar by 500Hz to determine sound level in
dB. 0.05-0.095dB/Hz converted to 25-47.5dB.

The observed ice event between 2 minutes to 4 minutes provided an observed and releasable data
point that weakly supported the argument that Arctic sea ice was behaving more as a MIZ and less as the
historic thicker, multiyear sea ice. Given the limited data set, it was difficult to make a stronger claim. This
analysis explored the horizontal configuration data collected in the shallow duct at two depths, 20m and
45m, with the aim of understanding whether a single sensor towed array scan can effectively determine:
1. Directionality of sea ice noise
2. Effect AUV self-noise has on acoustic data collection
3. Whether typical surface duct acoustic propagation estimations developed with data from
other parts of the world’s oceans may be applied to the Beaufort Lens.
Discussion of the towed array curvature model was discussed in Chapter 11. Appendix C discussed
an attempt made to set the acoustic signals to true bearings, but given the limited amount of acoustic data
and lack of separate acoustic receivers drawn conclusions are less definitive.
The other dominant features in the energy spectrums are strong signals at +90° and -90° and signals
between +50° and -50°. Signals at +90° and -90° do not correspond to any observed acoustic signal within
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the data set. Based on the experience LAMSS had with working with the DURIP towed array, these
observed acoustic “signals” are likely EMF noise internal to the towed array system and not from an
external source, where broadside noise was arriving at all vertical angles. It was assumed that the internal
EMF noise was effectively leaving the towed array and signaling to each hydrophone along the towed array
at the same time resulting in a beamformed result that displays an acoustic “signal” exactly at broadside.
Signals between +50° and -50° reflected the relatively crudeness of the underlying model, where the wide
aperture associated with the forward endfire had a lot of acoustic signals directly from vehicle self-noise.
Separation of these signals from possible sea ice events occurring at a further distance was not able to be
made. Vehicle self-noise was further discussed later in this chapter. As stated in the figure subtitles, the
red-dotted line in the figures reflected vehicle headings at each point in time.

Directionality of Sea Ice Noise
Post sonar signal processing, the energy spectrum portrayed sound power level at specific positions
and times in relative bearings to the underlying AUV Macrura heading. In order to get directionality of the
arriving acoustic wavefronts, each position was corrected by the vehicle’s heading. In every time instance,
the initial set of received acoustic data is spatially defined in terms of the vehicle’s heading rather than
absolute geographic positioning. The reason is that wavefront signals are conical angles rather than discrete
bearings. Conical angles have significant directional ambiguity that require changes in geometric wavefront
signals to resolve these uncertainties. The use of the vehicle’s heading provides a comparison point that
addresses a towed array’s left-right ambiguity based on the vessel’s maneuvers. In order to change the
initial received acoustic wavefronts from relative bearings to true compass bearings, the vehicle’s heading
is set as the fundamental point of reference from which the remaining bearings are adjusted. Effectively,
the bow of the vehicle acts as the red pointer of a compass with the coordinate system adjusted accordingly.
Fundamentally, this discussion assumes that the towed array is straight, since differences in the
arrival of acoustic wavefronts is used to determine the general direction an acoustic source is located. AUV
Macrura continually turned throughout ICEX16, which severely limited the directionality precision that
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may be assigned to specific ice events. Even with this limitation, general sectors were still determinable in
the energy spectrum. Additionally, the frequency azimuth diagrams or polar rosettes, distinctly demonstrate
the relative bearing and true compass bearing and how the general sectors align to larger observed data sets.
Analysis of the received acoustic signal noise showed the sea ice moving in a general westward direction.
This result was corroborated with sea ice motion provided from the National Snow and Ice Data Center 45
and internal information shared from Lincoln Laboratory that showed the westward drift of the ice camps
during both ICEX16 and ICEX18 [Figure 31].46 Dynamism of ice movement was observed during ICEX16,
where underwater currents and wind caused the ice to move an average of 9 miles a day with a maximum
of 23 miles in one day.47

Figure 31: Ice Camps Westward Drift46

Separately, there was heading data collected from both the forward compass and the aft compass
on the DURIP towed array. Two attempts were made at attempting to correct for the curvature of the DURIP
towed array.
The first attempt involved a comparison of the heading between the forward compass and the aft
compass and only accepting data when the two compasses were within a specific tolerance. The assumption
was that the majority of the hydrophones would be straight within a specific tolerance. Although this
attempt had promise, disadvantages limited its use and limited its incorporation into the final process. The
first disadvantage was the reduction in data from a relative small sample of a single two-hour window to a
few small windows each with tens of seconds of data. The images made from these small data sets left large
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gaps of time that provided no discernable trend or pattern. The second disadvantage was that the tolerance
windows often included instances where the towed array was curved, since the vehicle maneuvers would
have the headings of the forward compass and aft compass within the tolerance. These events often occurred
when the vehicle deviated, for a short period of time, then continued its general circular pattern.
The second attempt involved developing a piecewise approximation of the towed array between
the forward compass headings and aft compass headings. This model lacked enough granular data to
accurately approximate towed array curvature at each point in time. The piecewise model constraint was a
lack of empirical data of how the towed array actually moved within the water column. Specific required
information aspects would be the turning radius of the towed array based on specific angle changes in
heading and how quickly the towed array aligned to the vehicle during and after the maneuver. This attempt
needed to develop a more complex adaptive beamformer that weighted the arrival of wavefronts by
estimated positions of each hydrophone along the towed array and adjusting the time interval based on the
non-linear towed array alignment. This would have replaced the conventional beamformer that assumed a
straight towed array and weighted arrival of wavefronts in a linear model.
Despite unsuccessful attempts to determine localize sea ice events using acoustic data collected
from a towed array, a better understanding of the problem shifted the thesis to focus on forming a model
that better approximated towed array curvature as well as provide specific recommendations for FEX19,
namely a hexagon search pattern discussed in Chapter 9. Additionally, reevaluation of the towed array
curvature model led to the development of a hyperbola approximation model that is further discussed in
Chapter 11.

AUV Macrura Self-Noise
AUV research has historically been focused on power, control, and autonomy with limited focus
on vehicle self-noise considerations. The reason was that most vehicles were designed to take advantage of
a low-cost, mobile platform that had surveying sonars as one of the primary on-board sensors. These
systems were able to circumvent aperture and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) requirements by using active,
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high-frequency sonars. Focus on high-frequency meant the small aperture of AUV fixed mounted arrays
were sufficiently large for the associated small wavelength of high-frequency acoustics. Despite vehicle
self-noise, SNR was overcome by increasing the source level of active, high frequency sonar to overcome
the noise and the chosen operating frequency were chosen such that the vehicle noise was outside of the
sonar band. For passive sonar in the low (up to 1kHz) to mid-frequencies (1kHz to 10kHz), these approaches
were not possible, since the wavelengths are typically on the order of the vehicle size and vehicle noise was
inside the interested sonar operating band. In general, these issues were not considered in most AUV
designs, because most AUVs were not designed for passive acoustic systems in the low- to mid-frequency.58
Acquired by MIT LAMSS in 2002, AUV Macrura was developed a time period of AUV design
that focused less on vehicle self-noise for reasons mentioned in the previous paragraph. ICEX16 scientific
focus on Arctic ambient noise in the low to mid-frequencies meant that vehicle self-noise in these
frequencies would be a concern. Specific experiments were not designed or conducted to isolate or quantify
specific vehicle noises. Discussion of vehicle self-noise focused on known transmission sources from the
vehicle compared to available AUV noise literature.
First, a periodogram was conducted on the raw acoustic data collected from each hydrophone over
the single two-hour data collection window. A periodogram is an estimate of the spectral density of an input
signal, in this case acoustic signals, where the specific time window has undergone a Fourier transform and
had the time domain converted to a frequency domain. Given the alignment with 1Hz bin sizes discussed
under methodology in Chapter 6, the frequency domain may be directly translated to actual frequencies.
An 8-minute window starting at 23:01:30, 15 MAR 2016 [Figure 32] shows a fair representation of the
general ambient raw background noise captured in the single two-hour data collection window.
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Figure 32: Periodogram

The strong acoustic signals centered around 3.5kHz +/- 1kHz (2.5kHz – 4.5kHz)40, 48 corresponded
to the acoustic communication transmitted by the vehicle to ice camp SARGO. In general, these figures
showed a strong dipole signal set around 700Hz, approximately 689Hz and 711Hz and strong singlet signal
for harmonics frequencies set around 1400Hz, 2100Hz, and higher throughout the frequency domain.
Although unclear what these dipole frequencies were correlated, it was possible that these frequencies were
associated to typical dipole pattern hull radiations seen at 747Hz in other AUVs49 or represented two
separate vehicle frequencies with one frequency causing the higher single harmonics. Separately, a strong
350Hz signal was suspected to correlate to the vehicle’s propulsion train. Specific RPM data of the vehicle
were not available for this work. Using the following equation, an estimation of expected RPM based on
known parameters provides a comparison point as to whether these dipole set is tied to the DC brushless
electric motor propulsion train or more likely tied to hull radiations.
𝑁 ∗ 𝑃 = 120 ∗ 𝑓
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where 𝑁 is the shaft speed in RPMs, 𝑃 is the number of poles in the DC brushless electric motor, and 𝑓 is
the frequency in Hz. General Dynamics Mission Systems (formerly Bluefin Robotics), manufacturer of
AUV Macrura, confirmed that the brushless DC motor in the tailcone has 12 poles in the stator (i.e. 𝑃 = 12)
and that the thruster motor operated at approximately 3500 RPM at a nominal speed of 3 KTS. A 10:1
gearbox in the drivetrain stepped down the 3500 RPM thruster motor to a 350 RPM propeller and at no
point did the thruster motor spin faster than 4000 RPM. 50 Using this information, it was determined that the
350Hz tonal is likely tied to the propulsion train, where:
𝑁=

120 ∗ 350𝐻𝑧
= 3,500𝑅𝑃𝑀
12 𝑃𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠

Discreteness and strength of the 350Hz signal, 700Hz doublet set, and higher single harmonic
signals characteristic of typical man-made acoustic tonals. Further, the acoustic signals of these frequencies
dropped off over the length of the DURIP towed array with dominant signals on Hydrophone 1, very weak
signals by Hydrophone 27, and nearly no signals the end of the array on Hydrophone 31 and Hydrophone
32. This drop-off of acoustic signals may be found by comparing Figure 33 to Figure 36. A second set of
comparable acoustic signals may be found in Appendix D. These images showed the drop-off in acoustic
signals across the length of the towed array, which strengthened the argument that these signals were vehicle
self-noise rather than a separate man-made acoustic source or ambient acoustic noise.
The strong 350Hz tonal was distinctly separate from the wide-range acoustic ambient background
noise seen between approximately 250Hz to 400Hz tied more closely to characteristics of the Beaufort Lens
discussed in the following section. This insight was explored further in FEX19, where results that impact
this argument may be found in Chapter 10. The long vertical bands centered around 3.5kHz +/- 1kHz
(2.5kHz – 4.5kHz) corresponded to the acoustic communication mentioned earlier. Change in acoustic
noise levels seen in Figure 35 and Figure 36, around 900 seconds, corresponded to AUV Macrura
transitioning from a depth of 20m to 45m. Change in acoustic noise levels was discussed further under the
next section: Surface Duct Cutoff Frequency.
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Figure 33: Hydrophone 1 Spectrogram

Figure 34: Hydrophone 8 Spectrogram
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Figure 35: Hydrophone 24 Spectrogram

Figure 36: Hydrophone 32 Spectrogram
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Surface Duct Cutoff Frequency
Prior studies conducted with the WHOI ice-tether profile buoy data showed the existence of the
layer by measuring water temperatures and current strength. Building off the presence of the surface duct,
this section focuses on whether typical surface duct acoustic propagation estimations developed with data
from other parts of the world’s oceans may be applied to the Beaufort Lens, specifically to the collected
shallower duct data. As discussed earlier, the surface duct ceases to trap energy when the acoustic
wavelength becomes too large. This wave-theory cutoff phenomenon may be approximated with the
following formula:
𝑓0 ≅

1500
0.008 ∗ 𝐷3/2

where 𝐷 is the isothermal surface layer depth in meters, and 𝑓0 is the surface duct cutoff frequency in
hertz.41 The following table provides the expected surface duct cutoff frequency for the 60-80m, neutrally
buoyant Beaufort Lens. For reference, shallow surface duct cutoff frequency is 530Hz for 50m and 188Hz
for 100m.
Depth (m)

Frequency (Hz)

60

403

65

358

70

320

75

289

80

262
Table 3: Surface Duct Cutoff Frequencies by Depth

As presented in Table 3, the frequencies correlated to the Beaufort Lens surface duct-cutoff
frequency range from 262-403Hz and should translate into greater than expected background noise.
Generally, background noise level would be expected over 262-403Hz assuming that the surface duct-cutoff
frequency estimation developed with data from other parts of the world’s oceans may be applied to the
Beaufort Lens. In general, sound pressure spectrum level decreases as frequency increases unless energy in
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introduced into the system by a natural phenomenon (ex. wind, bubbles, sea ice, spray, earthquakes),
biologics (ex. snapping shrimp, beluga whales), and man-made acoustic sources (ex. propulsion, resource
exploration). This relationship is well-documented as seen in the Wenz Curve’s presented in Figure 37.

Figure 37: Composite of Ambient Noise Spectra (Wenz Curves)
Adapted (after National Research Council, 2003) from Wenz, G.M. (1962). 51

Specific focus on the top diagonally curved, solid black line in Figure 37, showed that the
background sea ice level expected during ICEX16 would decrease as frequencies increase including over
the 262-403Hz window that corresponds to the 60-80m neutrally buoyant Beaufort Lens. First-hand
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accounts from researchers at ICEX16 describing strong winds during ICEX1657 were substantiated with an
U.S. Navy publication describing living conditions designed to perform well in conditions exceeding -20°F,
-45°F wind chill, and 25 KTS wind gusts.7 Separately, no precipitation was reported during the data
collection period. Given the difficulty in determining a reference sea ice noise for ICEX16 and the Wenz
Curve line set above 130dB, wind noise was shown as a relational comparison, where general wind
dynamics increased sea ice dynamic occurrences. Analysis of the data confirmed that no man-made acoustic
sources, aside from AUV Macrura, were present when the towed array was in the horizontal configuration.
Overall, conditions at SARGO ice camp would support the assumption that any increases in background
acoustic levels were tied to AUV Macrura self-noise or noise trapped in the shallow surface duct formed
by the Beaufort Lens.
In the 251-386Hz window, there was one dominant man-made acoustic source at 350Hz discussed
in AUV Macrura self-noise section. Aside from the 350Hz, there was no other man-made acoustic source
nor any natural phenomenon (ex. precipitation) that would be expected to raise the background acoustic
levels. Table 4 summarized the sound power level per hertz for each 100Hz window. Sound power level
per hertz reflected the total sound power within a frequency range divided by the frequency window (ex.
100Hz between 150-250Hz). The sound power level per hertz metric allows for a direct comparison of
background acoustic level across different frequency windows.
Frequency Range (Hz)

Sound Power Level per Hertz (dB/Hz)

150-250

0.12227 – 0.21921

200-300

0.15301 – 0.29559

250-350

0.1409 – 0.3120

300-400

0.12494 – 0.33933

Table 4: Background Acoustic Levels Over 100Hz Intervals

Comparison of the 150-250Hz frequency range to 200-300Hz frequency range showed a marked
increase in sound power level per hertz, thereby, a marked increase in background acoustic level over the
entire energy spectrum. As seen in Figure 37, rise in sound power level per hertz was unexpected and it did
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not correlate to any man-made acoustic noises from the ice camp or vehicle self-noise. Given the limited
of man-made acoustic sources in the area, background acoustic level was primarily reflective of ice noise
in the area. This would strengthen the argument that the 60-80m neutrally buoyant Beaufort Lens formed a
shallow surface duct that trapped higher frequency noises, between 262-403Hz, in the shallower duct. The
smaller increase in 250-350Hz and 300-400Hz reflected the baseline effect of the surface duct as well as an
additional man-made acoustic source at 350Hz. The above was particularly true for measurements made at
20m. Measurements made at 45m support the claim, but seem to be weakened by the proximity of the
vehicle and the DURIP towed array to the Beaufort Lens.
Differences between measurements made at 45m and 20m are attributed to the DURIP towed array
not being neutrally buoyant and that the Beaufort Lens may oscillate outside of the its typical 60-80m depth
band. Experimenters at ICEX16 reported that the DURIP towed array had taken on sea water and was
dragging below AUV Macrura48. It may be that the aft part of the towed array, from Hydrophone 24 to
Hydrophone 32, was significantly closer to the shallow end of the Beaufort Lens, which raised the ambient
noise levels [Figure 36]. This hypothesis was supported by the both the drop off in vehicle self-noise and
more distinguishable background noise moving aft along the array.
Separately, the aft depth sensor was not properly functioning during the experiment as evidence by
its near constant 85m reading despite AUV Macrura’s depth varying from the sea ice surface to 20-45m to
an unintended 300m depth excursion. The 300m depth excursion occurred due to a propulsion failure, which
the experimenters were able to recover from. This failure occurred early during ICEX16 and was why most
of the collected data had the towed array in a vertical configuration. 48
End of this section concluded the work done in answering the initial problem statement presented
in Chapter 1. Although the shallow surface duct and vehicle self-noise were addressed, development of a
model to localize sea ice events was unsuccessful due to a lack of empirical data of how the towed array
moved at each point in time. Insights from exploring this problem led to the imposition of a defined
hexagonal search pattern that allowed for a better approximation of towed array curvature at each point in
time.
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CHAPTER 8: REVISED PROBLEM STATEMENT AND RESEARCH
APPROACH
Problem Statement Pivot
Although the third endeavor proved unsuccessful, insights from analyzing the data led to an exploration of
how to characterize the ocean’s acoustic environment with a horizontal-orientated towed array using a
adaptive hyperbola array shape estimator. Past beamforming methods assumed that the hydrophones were
in a straight line. Bearings associated with acoustic data collected when the towed array deviated from this
underlying geometric assumption are error prone. Depending on the application, acoustic data collected
during these deviations are not usable. By better approximating towed array curvature, less of the collected
acoustic data would be error prone, thereby, increasing the amount of usable data. This research evaluated
data collected from ICEX16 and implemented ICEX16 lessons learned in FEX19 that positively impacted
experiments conducted in ICEX20.

Revised Problem Statement
To improve bearing assignment of acoustic sources
By minimizing the collection of error prone acoustic data
Using a beamformer that better approximates towed array-curvature

Research Approach
To solve the revised problem statement, three questions needed to be answered:
1. How effective is the straight-line beamformer?
2. Would implementing an operational constraint improve bearing assignment without the need to
redesign the underlying beamformer?
3. What are the exhibited shapes of a towed array?
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CHAPTER 9: MASSACHUSETTS BAY FEX19 DESIGN
FEX19 was a field experiment that primarily focused on verifying the operational condition of AUV
Macrura and that the autonomous behaviors worked as expected. Participants of FEX19 included
researchers and operators from General Dynamics Mission Systems, GobySoft, LLC, Submarine
Development Squadron 5, MIT Lincoln Laboratory Group 37, and MIT LAMSS. Hardware components
consisted of a surface research vessel, AUV Macrura, and the DURIP towed array. Running FEX19 in a
local setting allowed for easier testing coordination. The secondary purpose was to conduct scientific
experiments that supported data analysis for comparison to ICEX16 data. Portions of FEX19 were held in
Massachusetts Bay and portions were held in Quincy Bay. Figure 38 provides a geographical view
Massachusetts Bay of FEX19 with a coordinate dot emphasizing where the towed array was deployed.
Location of the engineering tests in Quincy Bay were not emphasized given the focus of this thesis.
My contributions to FEX19 were with setting the parameters and designing the towed array
experiment relevant to this thesis. Understanding how FEX19 was executed was gathered from reading logs
recorded by fellow LAMSS researchers as well as discussions with Professor Schmidt, the principal
investigator of FEX19. This thesis only focused on data collected from the DURIP towed array when the
reference sound source, 900Hz Lubell source, was active.
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Figure 38: Massachusetts Bay FEX19
Red Dot Coordinates: 42°26'04.2"N 70°51'50.4"W [Google Maps Image]48

Tools developed to analyze ICEX16 data were also used to analyze data collected in Massachusetts
Bay to quantify vehicle harmonic propulsion frequencies seen in the ICEX16 data. Difference in water
column and background ambient noise levels were anticipated to impact observed harmonic frequencies.
Even so, the frequency oscillation trends or patterns associated with vehicle acceleration or deceleration
were expected to be observable. Given the time of year, December 2019, there was some ice on
Massachusetts Bay, but the ice’s acoustic impact was not significant.
These data sets were collected from vastly different environments. Conducting tests within an
easily reachable area of fairly known environmental parameters builds a base of historical data that eases
interpretation of experimental data. Additionally, these local field experiments test operational feasibility,
hardware compatibility, and system robustness in a lower risk environment. Any issues that arise may be
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addressed more readily and lessen the chance of an unrecoverable failure in a remote, high risk environment
such as ICEX held in the Beaufort Sea. Concern of additional man-made acoustic sources in local waters
was mitigated by running the field experiment in mid-December off of Boston when less desirable sailing
conditions. Furthermore, the improved operational likelihood in the remote location translates to a better
chance of collecting the data needed to test an experimental hypothesis. It is for these reasons that
experimental data collected in Massachusetts Bay is used as a comparison basis to the data collected in
ICEX.
Operational parameters for the secondary purpose of FEX19 had the vehicle operate at
approximately 1.4m/s or 2.8 KTS, a depth that minimizes surface effects, a hexagonal pattern with 5
minutes between initiating a turn, and with a known and stable absolute source level, Lubell source, emitting
at 900Hz. Speed of approximately 2.8 KTS is chosen, since it was the speed the vehicle operated around
during ICEX16. Deviations from 2.8 KTS were related to the vehicle turning. Additionally, the speed
reflected the normal operational speed of the vessel and is easily replicable. Depth was chosen to provide
sufficient distance to minimize the impact of surface wave noise. This may raise concern of acoustic noise
levels effects from the bay bottom, which is 100m deep. These bottom bounce acoustic noise levels were
assumed to have a much stronger presence compared to bottom bounce acoustic noise levels seen in the
Arctic where the ocean floor was over 3000m deep. A hexagonal pattern with 5 minutes between initiating
a turn was an attempt to better understand how long it takes for the DURIP towed array to straighten out
and the effects a straight array have on analyzing acoustic noise levels.
Imposing a hexagonal search pattern was particularly important to address the underlying concern
of collecting acoustic beam data when the towed array deviated from the underlying straight-line
beamformer assumption. During ICEX16, AUV Macrura conducted a constant circular pattern. Prior to
analysis of ICEX16 data, the DURIP array was assumed to be fairly rigid despite AUV Macrura having a
wide turning radius. With the limited amount of time the towed array was straight during ICEX16, this
assumption was revisited. With limited empirical data available, imposing a hexagonal search pattern aimed
to provide navigational tracks when the towed array was absolutely straight and when it was curved. The
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curvature altered the arrival of acoustic wavefronts, which made the processing more difficult. By
comparing the times when the array was curved to times when the array was straight, a better understanding
of array gain may be attributable to the underlying system or search pattern. This error was partially
addressed by correcting for the heading of the vessel at every point of time and comparing the heading
information attained from the bow of the vessel and heading information from the forward and aft end of
the towed array. This approximation helped address some of the wavefront timing concern.
Providing a reference sound source was crucial to address relative acoustic source levels to
differentiate contacts as being closer, further, louder, or quieter. The reference surface vessel had a
hydrophone that outputted a calibrated broadband signal at a known power. This reference noise addressed
a deficiency in the ICEX16 experimental design by providing a known power and distance reference to
compare with other received acoustic sources. Without a known and stable absolute source level, it was
extremely difficult to draw conclusions on uncontrolled source limits and made aspect dependence
considerations of an uncontrolled source noise more complicated. Additionally, it made range distancing
of ice events questionable at best, especially with the availability of data from a single sensor.
Distance offset of the AUV Macrura from the surface ship was meant to minimize the effect of
undesired acoustic sources from the reference surface vessel. This distance was traded off in relation to
other ocean-going vessels in the area. Consideration of background acoustic sources reflected the multitude
of ice events in the Arctic, where closer sources reduced the SNR attributable to further ice events. Although
not a pressing concern when the focus was on naturally occurring ice events, this consideration became a
greater concern in a scenario where specific man-made acoustic sources become relevant (ex. surface ship
noise, vessel traffic noise in the bay). A specific example that impacted FEX19 was a fishing vessel that
transitioned from a working, stationary status to a moving status. This trade-off was decided at the discretion
of those present.
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CHAPTER 10: MASSACHUSETTS
ANALYSIS

BAY

FEX19

RESULTS

AND

Acoustic data collected in FEX19 aimed to quantify vehicle harmonic propulsion frequencies, understand
the impact a hexagonal search pattern had on minimizing the collection of error prone acoustic signals, and
effectiveness of using heading data from acoustic signals to determine the reference surface vessel’s relative
bearing relative to GPS.
During FEX19, the DURIP towed array was deployed two separate times. The first interval was 32
minutes, 14 seconds and the second interval was 1 hour, 9 minutes, and 54 seconds. Only the 32-minute,
14-second data set had a Lubell source emitting at 900Hz. The source emitted only for 10 minutes during
this specific experimental run. As discussed in Chapter 9, lack of a known and stable absolute source level
made drawing conclusions on uncontrolled source limits and aspect dependence considerations of
uncontrolled source noises complicated. Given these constraints, only the following 10-minute window,
12DEC200226 to 12 DEC201226, was analyzed and discussed.
Framework set in Chapter 9 was successfully implemented: 10m depth, average speed of 1.4m/s,
hexagonal pattern within a 200m by 200m navigational box, within 500m of the reference surface vessel,
little surface wave action, and no surface contacts other than the surface vessel was present. Figures of
vehicle depth, heading, speed, x-position, and y-position may be found in Appendix E. This analysis
explored the horizontal configuration data collected with the aim to strengthen the argument that some of
the acoustic noise levels were attributed to AUV Macrura self-noise as well as develop an improved
conventional beamformer that estimated the towed array’s curvature to replace the previous model that
assumed a perfectly rigid DURIP towed array.
Similar to the data analysis conducted for the ICEX16 data, a periodogram [Figure 39] was
conducted on the raw acoustic data collected from each hydrophone over the 32-minute collection window
that included the 10-minute window that the Lubell source was active. Given the alignment with 1Hz bin
sizes discussed under methodology in Chapter 6, the frequency domain may be directly translated to actual
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frequencies. Strong acoustic noise levels centered around 3.5kHz +/- 1kHz (2.5kHz – 4.5kHz)40, 48 seen in
the ICEX16 data were not seen in the FEX19 data, since the acoustic communication system used a signal
based around 25kHz.

Figure 39: DURIP Towed Array Periodogram - 32 Hydrophones
900Hz Lubell Source Dominant.

AUV Macrura Self Noise
As discussed in Chapter 5, AUV systems are able to circumvent aperture and signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) requirements by using active, high-frequency sonars. Focus on high-frequency meant the small
aperture of AUV fixed mounted arrays were sufficiently large for the associated small wavelength of highfrequency acoustics. AUV Macrura’s use of a 3.5kHz frequency for acoustic communication between the
vehicle to ice camp SARGO in ICEX16 exemplified this point. In FEX19, the 3.5kHz frequency transmitter
was replaced with a 25kHz frequency transmitter. Although use of a 3.5kHz frequency transmitter did not
significantly undermine the scientific objectives of ICEX16 and follow on scientific objectives through
ICEX20, it was undesirable to use a frequency within the research focus area in the low (up to 1kHz) to
mid-frequencies (1-10kHz) range. Use of this higher frequency transmitter significantly improved acoustic
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analysis in the mid-frequency range, since vertical striping tied to underwater communications present in
ICEX16 were absent from FEX19 energy spectrums.
Analysis of the Massachusetts Bay FEX19 data showed a similar set of vehicle self-noise:
significant drop off of acoustic noise levels over the length of the DURIP towed array and a strong dipole
signal around 630Hz with associated approximate harmonics frequencies (ex. set around 1260, set around
1890, etc.) throughout the observed frequency domain. These results significantly strengthen the argument
that the noted frequencies are tied to the vehicle for three reasons.
First, the acoustic noise levels dropped off over the length of the DURIP towed array with the
dominant noise levels on Hydrophone 1, very weak noise levels by Hydrophone 27, and nearly no noise
levels the end of the array on Hydrophone 31 and Hydrophone 32 as seen in Figure 40 to Figure 43.
Second, the results were seen in a vastly different underwater environment that had little similarity
in water column, salinity, sea ice presence, surface duct considerations, and a multitude of other physical
characteristics. Discussion of these differences were discussed in Chapter 9.
Third, a dipole signal set around 615Hz was noticeable, approximately 600Hz and 630Hz, with
associated approximate harmonics frequencies (ex. set around 1230, set around 1890, etc.) throughout the
observed frequency domain. The difference in frequency between the ICEX16 data, dipole around 700Hz,
and the FEX19 data, dipole 615Hz, is difficult to explain; however, the observed dipole frequency set seems
to exhibit the similar dipole pattern hull radiation seen around 747Hz in other AUVs58.
A dedicated analysis of vehicle self-noise would better determine the source of the noise. It may be
possible that the observed difference is attributable to the alterations made to the vehicle between ICEX16
and FEX19, since vehicle sensor and payload adjustments have been made. These adjustments would affect
how weight distribution and internal volume allocation within the vehicle and possibly affect the vibrational
mode of the hull.
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Figure 40: Hydrophone 1 Spectrogram
Propulsion harmonics strong.

Figure 41: Hydrophone 8 Spectrogram
Propulsion harmonics noticeable.
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Figure 42: Hydrophone 24 Spectrogram
Propulsion harmonics weak.

Figure 43: Hydrophone 32, Spectrogram
Propulsion harmonics difficult to discern.
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There was no corresponding propulsion train frequency observed in FEX19 to the associated
propulsion train frequency of 350Hz observed in ICEX16. Although lack of this frequency weakened the
propulsion train frequency argument, it is difficult to definitely rule out the propulsion train feasibility given
the dramatic difference in ambient background noise. FEX19’s 54dB median noise level between 5001000Hz was significantly greater than ICEX16’s 25-47.5dB range noise level between 500-1000Hz. The
difference in noise level reflected a significant background noise level difference, where the background
noise level in Massachusetts Bay was over 6.5dB louder than the high-end of the background noise level in
the Beaufort Sea during the compared time periods.

Figure 44: Vehicle and Surface Ship XY-Positions vs Time
Y-Axis: Latitude (Degrees North). X-Axis: Longitude (Degrees East)48

Hexagonal Search Pattern
During FEX19, a 900Hz Lubell source Vehicle position and surface ship position when the Lubell
source was active may be seen in Figure 44. The source emitted for 10 minutes during this specific
experimental run. As discussed in Chapter 9, lack of a known and stable absolute source level made drawing
conclusions on uncontrolled source limits and aspect dependence considerations of uncontrolled source
noises complicated. Given these constraints, only the following 10-minute window, 12DEC200226 to 12
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DEC201226, was analyzed and discussed. AUV Macrura started around X: -70.864°E and Y: 42.4325°N
and ended around X: -70.862°E and Y: 42.433°N, while the surface ship started around X: -70.865°E and
Y: 42.4365°N and ended around X: -70.862°E and Y: 42.436°N.
Thus far, the conclusions presented in this work had not questioned the underlying assumption that
the DURIP towed array remained rigid. As such, given the difficulties in developing a model capable of
approximating hydrophone positions, the focus shifted to impose an operational constraint that ensured the
underlying rigid array assumption was valid. To accomplish this, a hexagonal search pattern was imposed
to allow the vehicle opportunities to run straight lines between maneuvers. Selection of a hexagonal search
pattern, vice octagonal search pattern or square search pattern, stemmed from an attempt to maximize the
number of maneuvers as well as introduce maneuvers that were large enough to noticeable perturb heading
readings from AUV Macrura, forward compass, and aft compass within an allotted 10-minute window.
Balance of the size of the search box, expected AUV Macrura operating speed, and time available for the
experiment, a 3-minute interval was chosen between maneuvers. The following subsections discuss the
time needed for the towed array to straighten and an analysis of relative position of the vehicle to the surface
ship based on beamformed acoustic data reliant on the underlying rigid array assumption.

Average Time to Straighten Towed Array
Although FEX19 was not able to dedicate time for a direct towed array curvature analysis, an
analysis of the heading difference between the forward compass and the aft compass provided the empirical
evidence needed to determine how long it took the DURIP towed array to straighten. Analysis focused on
the 10-minute window when the vehicle maintained a hexagonal search pattern with an active 900Hz Lubell
source [Figure 45].
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Figure 45: FEX19 Vehicle Maneuvers

The analysis focused on the 60° vehicle maneuvers conducted when the vehicle executed its
hexagonal station-keeping pattern. Averaging the times, it took for the heading difference between the
forward compass and aft compass to be less than 4° resulted in an average time of 1.32 minutes or 79.2
seconds. The maneuvers chosen were found between 19:49 to 19:50, 19:55 to 19:56, 19:58 to 19:59, and
20:00 to 20:02. The vehicle maneuver between 19:52 and 19:53 was ignored given the poor execution in
vehicle maneuvering evident by a smaller maneuver seen before 19:52 in Figure 45 as well as a small hook
on the left hand side of Figure 44. The impact of these maneuvers was 5.28 minutes of the 13 minutewindow from 19:48:12 to 20:01:12 had enough array curvature to invalidate the straight-line towed array
model.

Percentage of Error Prone Data
Effectively, 40.6% of the acoustic data collected in this 13-minute window would be error prone.
Focus on the 10-minute window when the Lubell source was on, between 19:48:12 to 19:58:12, 39.6% of
the acoustic data would be error prone during the three-vehicle maneuvers in this window. Whether
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evaluating the data in the 13-minute window or 10-minute window, nearly 40% of the collected acoustic
data of a controlled experiment set with a dedicated search pattern was error prone. A dynamic search
pattern in the field would likely require the vehicle to conduct significantly more maneuvers and lead to an
even greater portion of the data not meeting the underlying beamforming assumption. Note that both the
13-minute window and 10-minute window evaluations did not account for the period of time between 19:52
and 19:53 when the vehicle came shallow for a GPS fix. This period of time was not counted against the
straight-line beamformer, since the revised hyperbola beamformer also does not account for the vertical
dimension impact.

Figure 46: ICEX20 Vehicle Maneuvers

Figure 46 showed a full AUV Macrura deployment cycle during ICEX20. Although the scientific
studies explored in this event were unique, it showed how the dynamism and variation that may be found
in an AUV mission. Hexagonal loiter patterns executed between 00:14 to 00:33 and 00:42 to 00:57 showed
periods of relative straightness that would have sufficiently met the straight-line towed array assumption.
Again in these controlled loiter search patterns, there remained periods of time that deviations were quite
large. The period between 01:24 to 02:13 reflected the AUV executing a zig-zag pattern, short-straight path,
continued zig-zag pattern, large course reversal, and return to Ice Camp Sea Dragon. Ice Camp Sea Dragon
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was where the ice hole from which AUV Macrura was launched. Evaluation of the two hexagonal pattern
periods showed the data would be error prone 45.1% during 00:14 to 00:33 and 27.1% during 00:42 to
00:57. Given the specific experiment conducted during the zig-zag pattern, analysis of the percentage of
data being error prone was not conducted though it is evident that significant portions of the data would not
have met the straight-line assumption. It should be noted that during periods when the vehicle ran straight
for extended periods of time nearly the time period met the straight-line assumption.

Time to Straighten Model
In order to develop a rough model to approximate the time needed for a towed array to straighten
for other vehicle maneuvers it is assumed that only the length of the DURIP array from the aft end of AUV
Macrura to the aft depth sensor, 56m, and the average speed of the maneuver was assumed to be 1.2 KTS
based on the average speed of the maneuvers evaluated. Using these three parameters, an associated
constant relating towed array scope length, vehicle speed, and time for the towed array to straighten was
determined.
𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑒𝑛 (𝑠) = 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 ∗

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 =

𝑇𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑑 𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑦 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑝𝑒 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ (𝑚)
𝑉𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 (𝑚/𝑠)

𝑇𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑑 𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑦 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑝𝑒 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ (𝑚)
𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑔𝑡𝑒𝑛 (𝑠) ∗ 𝑉𝑒ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 (𝑚/𝑠)

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 =

56 𝑚
𝑚
79.2 𝑠 ∗ 1.2 𝐾𝑇𝑆 ∗ 0.514 𝑠
𝐾𝑇𝑆
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 = 1.5

𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑒𝑛 (𝑠) = 1.15 ∗

𝑇𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑑 𝐴𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑦 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑝𝑒 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ (𝑚)
𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 (𝑚/𝑠)

Based on the extremely limited data set, a more dedicated analysis would be warranted if a higher
level of precision is needed to understand how long it takes for the towed array to straighten after a vehicle
maneuver. Given the lack of focus on hydrodynamic effects (ex. added mass), the decision to use a scope
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length that ended at the aft depth sensor, 56m, rather than one that ended at the aft hydrophone, 54m,
amounted to an error of 5.6% and was not considered significant.
𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 =

56 𝑚 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 − 54 𝑚 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡
2.018 − 1.909
∗ 100% =
= 5.6%
54 𝑚 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡
1.909

Relative Position to 900Hz Lubell Source
The following energy spectrums [Figure 47 and Figure 48] assumed the DURIP towed array was
rigid throughout the exercise and leverage the beamforming structure theoretically discussed in Chapter 5
and applied in Chapter 6. Figure 47 portrayed the acoustic data received at the towed array during the
exercise with the frame of reference set relative to the position of the array. 90° was off the towed array’s
broadside and not associated with the cardinal distance, East. This orientation effectively means that
directional positioning of any received acoustic signal cannot be immediately placed in a reference to global
positions.

Figure 47: FEX19 Rigid Array Energy Summation - Relative Bearings
Color bar portrays dB/Hz. Multiply the bar by 1000Hz to determine sound level in dB. 0.0539-0.0543dB/Hz converted to 53.954.3dB. Red dots marked AUV Macrura headings.
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A quick observation of Figure 47 made it difficult to discern what acoustic signals may be
associated with the surface vessel, since there appeared to be multiple acoustic signals present and the leftright ambiguity discussed in Chapter 5. The next paragraph discussed the appearance of multiple acoustic
signals at greater length. Acoustic signals other than the dominant four starting at -145°, -80°, +80°, and
+145° were not classified to specific sources.
The most likely sound source for other these acoustic signals were fishing vessels operating in the
general vicinity of the research location. Without navigational data, machinery information, or historical
acoustic comparisons of these fishing vessel sound levels further evaluation of these acoustic signals were
not able to be thoroughly conducted.
Comparison of AUV Macrura GPS information in Figure 44 showed that the acoustic signal path
associated with the surface vessel started around 80°, shifted toward 0° at 110°, shifted toward 50° at 40°,
shifted towards 0° at 70°, crossed the 0° axis, and strongly shifted to -180° before 10 minutes. Field logs
showed that the Lubell source was secured at 10 minutes and that a working fishing vessel was in the
vicinity of the field experiment during this experiment. As seen in acoustic signals starting at -145° and
+145°, a strong acoustic source was effectively not moving as its relative bearing orientation adjusted based
on AUV Macrura’s maneuverings. Field logs showed that the research surface ship was between AUV
Macrura’s maneuvering box and the fishing vessel and that the relative bearing of both the surface ship and
fishing vessel were effectively the same after 8 minutes.48 It was assumed that the when the acoustic signals
overlapped at 8 minutes that the Lubell source continued to dominate acoustic returns based on its higher
power sound levels. The strong return after 10 minutes deviated from the surface ship vessel, since the
Lubell source was secured at 10 minutes while the working fishing vessel continued to emit sound in the
water. Acoustic signals after 10 minutes were tied to the fishing vessel and not the Lubell source.
In an attempt to place acoustic signals within a reference to global positions, the beamformed
acoustic output was corrected in Figure 48 by shifting the 0° reference from a relative orientation to the
towed array to one that based the 0° reference off of the vehicle’s heading. Effectively, each row of the
energy spectrum was shifted to center around the vehicle’s heading with positions crossing 0° or 360°
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simply shifted to the other side of the 0° to 360° true bearing axis as expected. The result in Figure 48
showed that the direct-path acoustic signal path associated with the surface vessel was the path that started
around 5°, shifted toward 50° at 330°, shifted toward 0° at 60°, shifted towards 70° at 0°, and shifted past
50°. As mentioned, field logs showed that the Lubell source was secured at 10 minutes and that a fishing
vessel passed near the surface ship. Strong return after 10 minutes was tied to the fishing vessel. With the
limited amount of data provided, in terms of length of acoustic signals and availability of towed-array only
sensor data, it is difficult to more definitively quantify.

Figure 48: FEX19 Rigid Array Energy Summation - True Bearings
Color bar portrays dB/Hz. Multiply the bar by 1000Hz to determine sound level in dB. 0.0539-0.0543dB/Hz converted to 53.954.3dB. Green dots marked the surface ship’s global position in true bearings from the vehicle’s position.

Although the described acoustic signal path fairly matched the actual surface ship position, set by
GPS in Figure 44, there were a number of noticeable differences. In Figure 48, the acoustic signal is
generally offset of the surface ship’s global position in true bearings from the vehicle’s position based on
available GPS information. As discussed in p.75-p.77, the towed array took on average 79.2 seconds to
straighten. This time lag impacted beamforming of acoustic signals as seen most noticeably with large drifts
in data at approximately 2 minutes and 4 minutes. These acoustic drifts well overshot the actual eastward
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movement of the surface ship at both points. At both 2 minutes and 4 minutes, the surface ship true bearing
and acoustic signal bearing only aligned for short moments in time. In fact, after 4 minutes the surface ship
true bearing and acoustic signal bearing do not align again. This “over drift” of acoustic signals was most
noticeable in the first leg, but may be seen at other legs of acoustic signals especially around periods of
vehicle maneuvers. The fact that acoustic signals suggested greater surface ship position changes than seen
in the GPS data supported the argument to impose operational constraints on vehicle maneuvers when
collecting data using the DURIP towed array. This point was emphasized, since FEX19 had periods where
the DURIP towed array was straight while ICEX16 did not have consistent periods where the towed array
was straight. This problem would only have been exacerbated during ICEX16. Alternatively, a model that
better approximated towed array movement would improve the acoustic signals and enhance the reliability
of using acoustic signals to determine the direction of an acoustic source.
Analysis presented in this section demonstrated that a hexagonal search pattern with a 3-minute
interval between maneuvers allotted sufficient amount of time for the vehicle to complete its maneuver and
allow the towed array to steady on its new course with minimal impact on the beamformed acoustic output.
Consideration for a longer time interval would be warranted for situations that require more precise bearing
understanding of an acoustic source though understand it would likely come at the cost of having the vehicle
operate at a greater distant from its deployment point. At the same time, it showed that a minimum amount
of time was needed after a maneuver before the towed array was no longer curved. This difference led to a
revisiting of the towed array curvature question to better understand why the underlying rigid array
assumption worked in FEX19 and may not work in other scenarios such as ICEX16. Similar acoustic
analysis was not conducted for ICEX20 due to movement restrictions related to Coronavirus Disease 2019
(COVID-19).
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CHAPTER 11: TOWED ARRAY CURVATURE ANALYSIS
Reflection of the work done to develop a beamformer that addressed towed array curvature led to the
realization that the underlying beamformer needed to consider second-dimensional movement in the
horizontal plane. Theoretically, better approximation of the two-dimensional curvature of the towed array
would decrease the amount of data would be error prone. As mentioned in Chapter 10, the amount of error
prone data ranged from 27.1% to 45.1%. This thesis relied on visual interpretation of outputted beamformed
data, which limited the ability to quantify the improvement theoretically possible. Even so, there is an
improvement between Figure 48 and Figure 62. Emphasis of this method was on better approximating the
physical characteristics of the towed array sensor. This thesis aimed to address the beamformer angle
correction concern, discussed in Chapter 5, by more accurately approximating the underlying towed array
curvature rather than adjust associated weighting assigned to different arrival times of acoustic signals
received by the towed array.
The assumption of a perfectly rigid DURIP towed array was replaced with one where each of the
32 hydrophones was able to be offset by a horizontal shift. The horizontal shift depended on the associated
beam angle used to evaluate an incoming wavefront. Based on the system’s behavior, a hyperbola
approximation was chosen. Although a hyperbola holds a disadvantage in over estimating the curvature of
the towed array attached to the rear of the vehicle (i.e. forward endfire) it provided an adjustable, geometric
approximation method using the heading of the forward compass, heading of the aft compass, and fixed
length of the towed array that provided a good approximation for the rest of the towed array. In general,
this method relied on the underlying assumption that the towed array exhibited a smooth curvature from
forward compass to aft compass. This was considered a safe assumption in FEX 19, since deviations were
usually less than 15° [Figure 49].
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Figure 49: FEX 19 Heading Difference between Forward and Aft Endfire

As seen in Figure 49, FEX19 heading information differences between the forward compass and
aft compass were significantly improved compared to the heading differences seen during ICEX16 where
maximum heading differences were regularly over 15° [Figure 50]. The significant improvement in heading
differences in FEX19 was attributed to the hexagonal search pattern during FEX19. The turns conducted to
maintain hexagonal search patterns were smooth, which lessened deviations in vehicle speed allowing for
a more uniform pull through the length of the towed array, thereby, minimizing differences in heading
differences between the forward compass and the aft compass.
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Figure 50: ICEX16 Heading Difference between Forward and Aft Endfire

During ICEX16, the vehicle was operating under the dynamic conditions of maintaining its search
pattern centered around the ice hole through which it was lowered into the water. Given the shifting ice
sheets caused by the underlying Beaufort current and wind forces, the vehicle made constant deviations
from the circular search pattern it was originally designed to maintain. The deviations led to regular heading
deviations between the forward compass and aft compass greater than 15°. These heading deviations were
the initial reason that led to the pursuit of an improved search pattern that limited the impact curvature
would have on beamforming the acoustic data as well as development of a model that better mirrored actual
hydrophone position based on the limited available system information.
The hyperbola approximation model worked by focusing on comparing hyperbolas with different
eccentricities to known heading angles of the forward compass, heading angles of the aft compass, and the
constraint of a fixed length between the forward-most and aft-most hydrophones of 30m. Along with these
initial conditions, it assumed that the towed array was taut and smooth between the forward compass and
aft compass. The resultant hyperbolas each had the difference in heading angles between the forward
compass and the aft compass compared to the difference in actual heading angles between the forward
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compass and the aft compass from data acquired from the field. At each point of time, the model hyperbola
with the smallest error was chosen to approximate the physical location of each of the hydrophones on the
towed array. The hydrophones on the modeled hydrophone were spaced in a manner that aligned the model
to the spacing on the actual DURIP towed array. Note that the model only focused on the 21 hydrophones
spaced 1.5m apart for frequencies between 500-1000Hz and 22 hydrophones spaced 0.75m apart for
frequencies between 250-500Hz. Focus on 21 hydrophones was a result of the nested feature of the DURIP
towed array, aliasing error avoidance, and focus on the 900Hz Lubell source (500-1000Hz range). In this
fashion, the beamformer changed from using an underlying straight-line, rigid towed array model to a
hyperbola-approximated, time-adjusted towed array model.
This hyperbola approximation model aligned well with the underlying conventional beamformer
structure processing system discussed in Chapter 5. In practice, it effectively made acoustic signals more
distinct, which meant that separate acoustic events close in bearing were better differentiated. Previously,
the accumulation of acoustic events led to less precise approximation that effectively caused sound signals
to be spread across a larger beamwidth that resulted in a larger sound power and pressure level that made
it more difficult to differentiate between neighboring sound events. A possible trade-off would be the loss
in sound power and pressure level compared to other background noises; however, the analyzed sources in
ICEX16 (i.e. dynamic ice events) and FEX19 (Lubell source) were significantly greater than other
background acoustic sources and made the drop in decibel not a concern.

Simple Hyperbola Model – Uniform Curvature
The first attempt in developing a hyperbola-based beamformer assumed that the towed array
bended uniformly around a point at the center of the hydrophones. This original model was assumed more
for simplicity to develop a baseline hyperbola model.
As seen in Figure 51 to Figure 53, the beamformed output is distinctly different from the rigid array
assumption used in the beamformed output seen in Figure 28 to Figure 30. Original simple hyperbola model
energy spectrums outputs may be found in Appendix F. By subtracting the rigid array energy spectrum
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output from the hyperbola array energy spectrum, noticeable differences in acoustic signals may be seen.
Specific focus should be drawn to locations of dark blue to show major acoustic signals for the hyperbola
model and locations of bright yellow to show major acoustic signals of the rigid array. The fact that these
signals were easily classified by this color pattern demonstrate an underlying error with the hyperbola
model, particularly with the EMF signal discussed below.

Figure 51: 125-250Hz Energy Spectrum Relative to the Towed Array
Hyperbola Array Output Subtracted from Rigid Array Output. Color bar portrays dB/Hz. Multiply the bar by 125Hz to determine
sound level in dB. -0.06-0.04dB/Hz converted to -7.5-5.0dB.
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Figure 52: 250-500Hz Energy Spectrum Relative to the Towed Array
Hyperbola Array Output Subtracted from Rigid Array Output. Color bar portrays dB/Hz. Multiply the bar by 250Hz to determine
sound level in dB. -0.05-0.05dB/Hz converted to -12.5-12.5dB.

Figure 53: 500-1000Hz Energy Spectrum Relative to the Towed Array
Hyperbola Array Output Subtracted from Rigid Array Output. Color bar portrays dB/Hz. Multiply the bar by 1500Hz to
determine sound level in dB. -0.03-0.04dB/Hz converted to -15-20dB.
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Three distinct features were the location of the EMF signal, discrete signals between +50° and 50°, and the increased number of locations of the observed ice event. Based on LAMSS experience with
the DURIP towed array, the shift in EMF signal to approximately -140° demonstrated that the model places
the center point of the curvature in the incorrect position. It was likely too far forward. Discrete signals
between +50° and -50° demonstrate an improved ability to distinguish acoustic signals, since vehicle selfnoise would be expected to be closer to 0°. The spread of acoustic signals over multiple bearings was seen
with the rigid array assumption. The non-linear nature of the towed array during ICEX16 and general
limited amount of empirical data led to an inappropriate modeling of the towed array.
Finally, the increased number of observed ice events was difficult to discern. Although it was very
likely attributable to the increased geometrical complexity of using hyperbolas, it was not possible to rule
out an ice event that actually had two distinct sources occurring at the same time. An example would be an
ice event having multiple points of collision or grinding occurring at the same time but separately by a large
distance relative to towed array thereby providing acoustic signals from different bearings at approximately
the same time. For emphasis, given the symmetric acoustic signals between 2 minutes and 4 minutes, it was
likely tied to the increased geometrical complexity.

Relative Position to 900Hz Lubell Source – Simple Hyperbola Model
Assuming that the towed array bended uniformly around at the center of the hydrophones
introduced a large area of low acoustic signals between -40° and 40° and a more complicated acoustic signal
[Figure 54]. Low acoustic signals between -40° and 40° showed an inherent curvature flaw with the model,
since slight curvatures away from a straight towed array limited the ability to process acoustic signals in
this area. Figure 55 further demonstrated the complicated acoustic signal in Figure 54. Rather than attempt
to discuss the possible acoustic signals associated with the surface vessel, this section was presented to
demonstrate that a much more robust method was needed to model towed array curvature.
Difference in proximity between the forward compass and aft compass relative to the vehicle
resulted in the forward portion of the towed array being more responsive to vehicle maneuvers. Although
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the resultant shape would still be approximated by a hyperbola, the shape used would be a portion along a
much larger hyperbola curvature, thereby, requiring a more robust comparison method that compared both
different hyperbolas as well as windows along these various hyperbolas to find a best fit. Further weakness
in this model was evident by Figure 55, where the surface ship’s global position in true bearings from the
vehicle’s position was significantly offset and not comparable to any beamformed acoustic signal path.

Figure 54: FEX19 Simple Hyperbola – Relative Bearings
Color bar portrays dB/Hz. Multiply the bar by 1000Hz to determine sound level in dB. 0.0538-0.05425dB/Hz converted to 53.854.25dB.

Figure 55: FEX19 Simple Hyperbola - True Bearings
Color bar portrays dB/Hz. Multiply the bar by 1000Hz to determine sound level in dB. 0.0538-0.05425dB/Hz converted to 53.854.25dB. Green dots marked the surface ship’s global position in true bearings from the vehicle’s position.
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Refined Hyperbola Model – Moving Window
The second attempt in developing a hyperbola-based beamformer assumed that the towed array’s
shape reflected a portion of a larger hyperbola. A cost function aimed at minimizing the error between
heading errors, provided by forward compass and the aft compass, selected the best fit hyperbola from a
library of provided hyperbola shapes [Figure 56].

Figure 56: Array Element Perturbations - Library of Hyperbola Shapes

Development of Figure 56 started with an underlying hyperbola generation code that was
constrained by physical limitations of the system. The physical limitations of the system were known length
of the towed array, 30m, and known number of hydrophones, 21 hydrophones, spaced 1.5m apart. As
discussed in Chapter 3, the DURIP towed array is a nested array, where 6 hydrophones are spaced 1.5m
apart, 22 hydrophones spaced 0.75m apart, and finally 6 hydrophones spaced 1.5m apart. Note that there
are only 32 hydrophones and that the summation of 34 hydrophones in the previous sentence simple
reflected double counting “boundary” hydrophones between the change in spacing.
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The refined hyperbola model only focused on the 21 hydrophones spaced 1.5m apart for
frequencies between 500-1000Hz and did not focus on the 22 hydrophones spaced 0.75m apart for
frequencies between below 500Hz. Focus on 21 hydrophones was a result of the nested feature of the
DURIP towed array, avoidance of error aliasing, and focus on the 900Hz Lubell source. The nested physical
spacing of the hydrophones did not prohibit specific hydrophone selection for acoustic beamforming
analysis. As discussed in Chapter 3, hydrophones spaced 1.5m have an upper design frequency of 1000Hz
and hydrophones spaced 0.75m have an upper design frequency of 1000Hz. Given that FEX19 only had a
single standard reference source, a 900Hz Lubell source, the following refined hyperbola model only
focused on the 500-1000Hz frequency range for both the ICEX16 data and FEX19 data.
Mechanically, Figure 56 was created using a base set of hyperbolas larger than the 30m physical
length between the forward-most and aft-most hydrophones. These hyperbolas were oriented to be
symmetric around the x-axis. Creation of this hyperbola set used an open source Matlab function
“create_hyperbola”.
The inputs into this function were defining the semi-axes and orientation. Originally, these
hyperbolas used slopes ranging from 1 to 150, where the semi-axis parallel to the x-axis is held to be 1 and
the semi-axis parallel to the y-axis was adjusted. Hyperbolas generated from slopes ranging from 1 to 150
proved to be excessive. Slope selection was scaled down to the square root of every tenth slope between 1
and 150 (i.e. 1, 11, …, 141). These hyperbolas were oriented to be symmetric around the x-axis. 30m
windows moved along the completed hyperbolas to section off 30m towed array lengths, which were then
sectioned into 20 equal sections to place 21 hydrophones 1.5m apart. These hyperbola sections provided a
larger number of shapes to compare heading information collected from the forward compass and the aft
compass; thereby, addressing the symmetric geometry problem that led to the replacement of the simple
hyperbola model. Note that a straight-line array was added to the library to limit the size of the hyperbola
library.
In application, a cost function used the library of hyperbola shapes to minimize the error between
the projection of the towed array at both forward compass and aft compass compared to the simulated
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heading projections at the forward-most and aft-most hydrophone [Figure 57]. Actual position difference
between the forward-most compass and the forward-most hydrophone and between the aft-most compass
and the aft-most hydrophone were ignored.

Figure 57: Cost Function and Error Comparison Timeline

As seen in Figure 57, the majority of the cost function error was associated with the aft compass
error. Development of the hyperbola shape preferentially orientated the forward compass heading, since
the lag between the forward compass and the vehicle was less than the lag associated with the aft compass
and the vehicle. This proximity difference preferentially minimized the error associated with the forward
compass. The major error deviations, as seen at 19.65, 19.8, 20.05, and 20.4 hours, were associated with
the vehicle surfacing and getting a GPS fix. The larger errors associated with these locations are driven by
the change in pitch as the vehicle changes depth. Future improvements to the revised hyperbola model
would be an additional consideration to account for a more complex travel path in three-dimensions. The
smaller peaks and valleys seen in the forward compass error and aft compass error were associated with
vehicle maneuvers. Focus was on the range between 19.8 and 20.1 hours.
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Figure 58: FEX19 AUV, Forward Compass, and Aft Compass Overlay

As seen in Figure 58, AUV Macrura maneuvers had the expected heading delay, where AUV
Macrura heading led the forward compass and the forward compass led the aft compass. Given the limited
information available between the aft end of AUV Macrura and the forward compass, an attempt to quantify
the delay in towed array scope was not made for this section. Given that thesis focused on analyzing acoustic
signals, scope behavior forward of the forward compass and aft of the aft compass were ignored. In general,
the forward compass and aft compass headings were smoother than AUV Macrura heading, which would
strengthen the argument that brief maneuvers that did not change the net trajectory of the vehicle had limited
impact on the hydrophone portion of the array. An example of this assumption was seen around 19:50,
where a brief heading correction had significantly less impact on the forward and aft compass.
These maneuvers were able to be displayed into a movie using the code “prep_for_beamform”
providing in Appendix G. “prep_for_beamform” code required the other codes provided in Appendix G as
well as collected field data to generate the cost function shown in Figure 57 as well as a graphical movie
display for the user. The images provided in Figure 59 to Figure 61 show snapshots of the model before a
turn, during a turn, and after a turn.
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Figure 59: Movie Display of Vehicle Before Executing a Turn
AUV x, y track from over the entire length of the data set displayed in the top left-hand corner. AUV heading, forward compass
heading (H1), and aft compass heading (H2) displayed in the bottom left-hand corner. Vehicle represented as a circle trailed by
towed array displayed on the right. Grey line shows vehicle path. Offset provided to more easily view path and vehicle with
towed array dynamics.

Figure 60: Movie Display of Vehicle Executing a Turn
AUV x, y track from over the entire length of the data set displayed in the top left-hand corner. AUV heading, forward compass
heading (H1), and aft compass heading (H2) displayed in the bottom left-hand corner. Vehicle represented as a circle trailed by
towed array displayed on the right. Grey line shows vehicle path. Offset provided to more easily view path and vehicle with
towed array dynamics.
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Figure 61: Movie Display of Vehicle After Executing a Turn
AUV x, y track from over the entire length of the data set displayed in the top left-hand corner. AUV heading, forward compass
heading (H1), and aft compass heading (H2) displayed in the bottom left-hand corner. Vehicle represented as a circle trailed by
towed array displayed on the right. Grey line shows vehicle path. Offset provided to more easily view path and vehicle with
towed array dynamics.

Although the model could not be applied to the ICEX16 acoustic data prior to the submission of
this thesis due to COVID-19 access restrictions, it was successfully applied to the FEX19 data. Application
of the refined hyperbola model to FEX19 resulted in an improved match between corrected the deficiencies
mentioned in the previous section as seen in Figure 62.
Similar to adjusting the acoustic signal for the rigid-array beamformed acoustic output to a global
reference frame, Figure 62 adjusted relative bearings from the refined hyperbola model to a global reference
frame by shifting the 0° reference from a relative orientation to the towed array to one that based the 0°
reference off of the vehicle’s heading. Effectively, each row of the energy spectrum was shifted to center
around the vehicle’s heading with positions crossing 0° or 360° simply shifted to the other side of the 0° to
360° true bearing axis as expected. The result in Figure 62 showed that the direct-path acoustic signal path
associated with the surface vessel is the path that starts around 10°, shifts toward 30° at 0°, shifts toward 0°
at 30°, shifts towards 40° at 10°, stays approximately 30° until around 8 minutes when it began a shift to
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50°. As described in Chapter 10, p.84-85, this acoustic signal path is due to the Lubell source, while the
return starting at -20° and 130° are due to a nearby working fishing vessel.
As mentioned, field logs showed that the research surface ship was between AUV Macrura’s
maneuvering box and the fishing vessel and that the relative bearing of both the surface ship and fishing
vessel were effectively the same after 8 minutes.48 It was assumed that the when the acoustic signals
overlapped at 8 minutes that the Lubell source continued to dominate acoustic returns based on its higher
power sound levels. The strong return after 10 minutes deviated from the surface ship vessel, since the
Lubell source was secured at 10 minutes while the working fishing vessel continued to emit sound in the
water. Acoustic signals after 10 minutes were tied to the fishing vessel and not the Lubell source. With the
limited amount of data provided, in terms of length of acoustic signals and availability of towed-array only
sensor data, it is difficult to more definitively quantify these acoustic signal paths.

Figure 62: FEX19 Refined Hyperbola – True Bearings
Color bar portrays dB/Hz. Multiply the bar by 1000 Hz to determine sound level in dB. 0.0539-0.0543dB/Hz converted to 53.954.3dB. Green dots marked the surface ship’s global position in true bearings from the vehicle’s position.

The described acoustic signal path in Figure 62 matched the actual surface ship position, set by
GPS in Figure 44, to a much higher level than compared to acoustic signals seen in Figure 48. In general,
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the acoustic signals still drift, but generally provided more accurate portrayals of surface ship position in
global reference. The improvement was evident by the similar alignment between surface ship’s global
position in true bearings from the vehicle’s position at approximately 2 minutes and 4 minutes, less eastward
drift impact from vehicle maneuvers, and much closer alignment between 5 minutes and 8 minutes.
This revised hyperbola model provided a better approximation of towed array curvature as evident
by the better accuracy of bearing signals from the surface ship’s 900Hz Lubell source when compared to
the GPS position data of the surface ship. Figure 62 showed that the revised hyperbola model acoustic
headings aligned to GPS position of the surface ship for over 3 minutes out of the 10-minute window the
900Hz Lubell source was active. Figure 48 showed that the straight-line assumption model acoustic
headings aligned to GPS position of the surface ship less than 1 minute out of the 10-minute window the
900Hz Lubell source was active. This was only a visual comparison of the beamformed outputs. Even so,
this result added credibility to using this revised hyperbola model over the rigid-array assumption,
especially when considering that these results used a data set, FEX19, that was used a set search pattern in
a controlled field experiment.
Although the refined hyperbola model’s result was easily understood in relation to the rigid array
assumption, evaluation of the refined hyperbola model in relative bearings had noticeable differences to the
rigid array assumption. The most distinguishable difference was where acoustic signals were received
relative to the array. In Figure 47, acoustic signals were received along every bearing; however, in Figure
63 it was evident that bearings were largely constrained to 80° to 150° and -80° to -150° (left-right
ambiguity). This difference was tied to the fundamental modeling difference, where the revised hyperbola
model adjusted the position of every hydrophone along the array to information received in the forward
compass and aft compass. Constant positional updates led to finer acoustic signals in the revised hyperbola
model as seen by the thinner acoustic signals in Figure 63 compared to Figure 47. Given the higher bearing
accuracy in the revised model, noise signals were better predicted for the revised hyperbola model whereas
the rigid-array assumption led to acoustic signals being improperly beamformed resulting in spread of
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acoustic signals across a wider set of bearings. Although difficult to quantify, it was this basic geometric
difference that explains the differences seen.

Figure 63: FEX19 Refined Hyperbola– Relative Bearings
Color bar portrays dB/Hz. Multiply the bar by 1000Hz to determine sound level in dB. 0.0539-0.0543dB/Hz converted to 53.954.3dB.

Analysis presented in this section demonstrated that application of the revised hyperbola
beamformer led to a beamformer output that aligned received acoustic signals to the surface research
vessel’s GPS heading position for over 3 minutes out of the 10-minute window the 900Hz Lubell source
was active. In comparison, Figure 48 showed that the straight-line beamformer led to a beamformed output
that aligned received acoustic signals to the surface research vessel’s GPS heading position less than 1
minute out of the 10-minute window the 900Hz Lubell source was active. Consideration for more dynamic
data sets would provide a better understanding of the feasibility of this model. Despite the use of a visual
comparison, this result suggests that in situations more dynamic than a controlled experimental setup that
the revised hyperbola beamformer will continue to outperform the straight-line beamformer simply given
the physical deviation of the towed array curvature from the assumed beamformer shape.
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CHAPTER 12: CONCLUSION

Originally, the thesis aimed at developing a method to determine directionality of noise in the shallow
surface above the Beaufort Lens using AUV Macrura with the DURIP towed array deployed in a horizontal
configuration. However, the ICEX16 data proved to be limited and it was not possible to determine
directionality beyond noise arrivals from general sectors. Nevertheless, analysis of the ICEX16 data led to
several insights and development of tools that were leveraged towards more broadly characterizing ambient
noise levels in the surface duct. As such, it was possible to, strengthen the robustness of a model used to
describe surface duct cutoff frequencies, understand the impact own vehicle noise had on analyzing
collected acoustic data, and develop a model that better approximated towed array curvature commonly
exhibited in the field.

Beaufort Lens – Shallow Surface Duct
Characterizing ambient noise levels in the shallow surface duct, formed by the Beaufort Lens,
confirmed presence of a surface duct cutoff frequency between 250-300Hz for the neutrally buoyant 6080m Beaufort Lens. In addition, this physical phenomenon supported the argument that the historical
description of the western Beaufort Sea as Arctic hard-packed sea ice is giving way to more of a MIZ-like
ambient background. Although not novel, application of an acoustic model developed from observations of
surface ducts in non-Arctic environments to an Arctic environment (i.e. Beaufort Lens) strengthened the
underlying robustness of the acoustic model.
Broadly the MIZ-like ambient background was readily explained by northward retreat of perennial
sea ice; however, the observation that significant portion of acoustic energy trapped by the Beaufort Lens
was propagated for extended distances was less easily explainable19. This phenomenon would increase the
amount of broadband clutter noise in the Beaufort Lens and limit the usefulness of the ducted propagation
phenomenon. These consistent, smooth time-bearing trajectory ambient noises spread broadly in azimuth
strengthened the argument made in other publications that the deep Beaufort Sea is showing
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characterization more common to a MIZ than a traditional hard ice-packed region. Even so, the shallower
duct exhibited a significant increase in background acoustic levels that corresponded to the surface duct
cutoff frequency estimations developed with data from other parts of the world’s oceans, thereby,
strengthening the robustness of the underlying description and associated equation. Confirmation of this
model opens the possibility to evaluate the larger wider profile affected by the Beaufort Lens with tools and
methods traditionally not applied to an Arctic environment.

AUV Macrura Self Noise
Determining the impact of AUV Macrura self-noise on ICEX16 acoustic data and FEX19 acoustic
data showed a number of interesting similarities and two noticeable differences.
The similarities were the presence of a strong dipole set with associated harmonic frequencies
observed throughout the frequency domain. The strength of the dipole set and associated harmonic
frequencies dropped off over the length of the DURIP towed array with dominant signals on Hydrophone
1, very weak signals by Hydrophone 27, and nearly no signals the end of the array on Hydrophone 31 and
Hydrophone 32. These results significantly strengthened the argument that the noted frequencies were tied
to the vehicle, since the similarities were seen in vastly different underwater environments that had little
similarity in water column, salinity, sea ice presence, surface duct considerations, and a multitude of other
physical characteristics.
Two distinct differences between ICEX16 and FEX19 acoustic data sets were the lack of a 350Hz
tonal in FEX19 and difference in double tonal frequency centered at 700Hz in ICEX16 and 615Hz in
FEX19. The lack of the 350Hz frequency did weaken the likelihood of the frequency being tied to the
propulsion train, but it remained difficult to rule out the propulsion train given the dramatic difference in
ambient background noise. FEX19’s 54dB median noise level between 500-1000Hz was significantly
greater than ICEX16’s 25-47.5dB range noise level between 500-1000Hz. The difference in noise level
reflected a significant background noise level difference. Background noise level in Massachusetts Bay was
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over 6.5dB louder than the high-end of the background noise level in the Beaufort Sea during the compared
time periods.
Separately, it may be possible that the observed difference in doublet frequency may be attributable
to the alterations made to the vehicle between ICEX16 and FEX19, since vehicle sensor and payload
adjustments have been made. These adjustments would affect how weight distribution and internal volume
allocation within the vehicle and possibly affect the vibrational mode of the hull. In general, FEX19 focused
more on engineering field tests and verifying the operation of autonomous behaviors rather than vehicle
specific analysis. A dedicated analysis of vehicle self-noise would be needed to determine the source of the
noise.

Adaptive Hyperbola Array Shape Estimation Beamformer Impact
Finally, developing a model that better approximated towed array curvature commonly exhibited
in the field promises to improve signal processing capability by significantly increasing the amount of
acoustic data that may be analyzed.
Historic beamforming relied on an underlying model that assumes the hydrophones within the array
are aligned in a linear fashion. This model worked well for applications where long navigational tracks may
be maintained, but was not applicable to scenarios where constant maneuvers would be needed. Examples
of missions that required more maneuvers may be autonomous vehicles and larger research vessels
coordinating search patterns, tracking wildlife, or simply maintaining distance to a position that is
dynamically moving such as the ice-hole distance keeping scenario from which this insight originated.
As seen in ICEX16, FEX19, and ICEX20, the percentage of error prone data ranged from 27.1%
to 45.1%. Visual comparison of Figure 48 and Figure 62 showed that the revised hyperbola beamformer
output aligned to GPS heading data for over 3 minutes out of the 10-minute the 900Hz Lubell source was
active compared to less than 1-minute alignment for the straight-line hyperbola beamformer. Utilization of
a beamformer model that better approximated towed array curvature would significantly decrease the
amount of error prone data.
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Despite the thesis’s focus on AUVs, acoustic data collected from larger research platforms would
also benefit. As mentioned, larger vessels coordinate search patterns and track wildlife. Generally, these
vessels conduct research within a specific area dictated by the research interest. Additionally, the research
vessel may implement different search patterns to accomplish a specific goal. The maneuvers may be
conducted to simply differentiate left-right ambiguity associated with towed array returns. These maneuvers
may only take a couple of minutes for the research platform, but it may take the towed array significantly
longer to stabilize. This is especially true for larger research platforms towing arrays that are kilometers
long that have speed constraints to minimize the stress imposed on a towed array during maneuvers. In a
hypothetical scenario, assume a vessel maneuvers once every 30 minutes and that it takes 10 minutes for
the towed array to fully stabilize. This scenario would mean that 25% of every 2-hour data collection
window would be error prone. Extending the time between maneuvers to once every 60 minutes and that it
takes 10 minutes for the towed array to fully stabilize resulted in 14.3% of every 6-hour data collection
window being error prone. Ability to reduce the amount of error prone data would be significant even in
these scenarios.

Further Work – Hyperbola Beamformer Model
Moving forward, there are a number of ways to improve on this model such as adding a thirddimension to evaluate vehicle pitch or conducting hydrodynamic studies that more definitely captures how
the towed array curves. Adding a third-dimension in the vertical plane is crucial, since many AUVs change
depth (i.e. surface) at fixed time intervals to get a GPS fix that corrects for accumulated navigational errors.
Separately, conducting a hydrodynamic study that involves empirical observations of towed array curvature
would provide a more accurate basis from which to develop a beamformer model. Longer term, a groundup redesign of the towed array to include positional sensors would be able to directly adjust the beamformer
model with real-time position data and significantly improve the weighting factors and time-delays applied
in the beamforming process.
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Based on these premises, one can question the utility in using underwater acoustics to monitor sea
ice. Multiyear sea ice is thick enough to support wildlife, research expeditions, and impede commercial
activities. As the extent of sea ice continues to decrease and sea ice thins and weakens (i.e. thin plate
analogy), dynamic ice events will become more common. 19 As the occurrence of these ice events rise, even
greater interest will arise in understanding when these events will occur and, if possible, predict the
occurrences. Underwater acoustics allows the ability to hear effects of stresses in the sea ice prior to the sea
ice event.
Arguably, many localized sound events will not result in an ice event; however, as the ice continues
to thin, less stress will be needed to cause these events. Recent studies have already shown that more of the
northern polar region is starting to express MIZ characteristics. As these characteristics become even more
dominant, localized sound events will be warnings of an impending ice event. Commercial activities would
be able to better plan logistical supply chains in anticipation of these ice events by starting trade routes
before the ice events materialize or start to move personnel and material for larger capital projects in the
arctic. Research expeditions would be able to better understand the stability of the ice for the temporary ice
camps established in the area and create a safer foundation for all involved. Wildlife may not be able to
adapt as readily to the rate of change these events are occurring. Even so, there may be ways for
conservationists to use this information to help wildlife move away from sea ice edges that are ready to part
from land-fastened ice. As these needs grow, more permanent structural acoustic systems possessing greater
operational capabilities should be used to provide real-time monitoring of sea ice. These systems would
ideally provide a baseline understanding of the Arctic region from which individual vessels would be able
to leverage and build upon with their own localized observations.
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APPENDIX A: WAVE EQUATION DERIVATION
For many underwater acoustic propagations, a linear approximation is sufficient. The following
equations show the linear forms of equation for conservation of mass, Euler’s equation, and the adiabatic
equation of state, respectively.
𝜕𝜌′
= −∇ ∙ (𝜌0 𝑣⃗)
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑣⃗
1
= − ∇𝑝′ (𝜌)
𝜕𝑡
𝜌0
𝜕𝑝′
𝜕𝜌′
= 𝑐2 (
+ 𝑣⃗ ∙ ∇𝜌0 )
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑡
𝑐2 = [

𝜕𝑝
]
𝜕𝜌 𝑠

where 𝜌 is density, 𝜌0 is the steady state density, 𝜌′ is a small perturbation in density, 𝑝′ is a small
perturbation in pressure, ∇ is the gradient operator, 𝑝 is pressure, 𝑐 is sound speed, 𝑡 is time, 𝑣⃗ is particle
velocity, and subscript 𝑠 indicates partial derivative taken at constant entropy. Assuming that 𝑐 2 and 𝜌0 are
constant, taking the partial derivate with respect to time, the divergence, then substituting both these
equations, and setting the result equal to zero, the wave equation takes resultant form.
1
1 𝜕 2𝑝
𝜌∇ ∙ ( ∇𝜌) − 2 2 = 0
𝜌
𝑐 𝜕𝑡
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APPENDIX B: RAY TRACING
Although ray tracing has fallen somewhat out of favor in the research community due to an inherent
high frequency approximation problem that leads to coarse accuracy in results, ray tracing continues to be
extensively used operational environments where speed is a critical factor and environmental uncertainty
poses much more severe constraints on attainable accuracy. Furthermore, insight from ray theory is
important in interpreting results of other models.
A ray is defined as a normal to a wavefront. Ray tracing is therefore fundamentally about
understanding how these rays bend or refract, thereby tracing out the propagation of wavefronts. Rays can
be imagined to propagate in every direction in free space [Figure 64]. In order to understand propagation
from a particular source, rays depicting waves in free space may be described by the following equation:
𝑝(𝑟) =

𝑒 𝑖𝜔𝑟 𝑒 𝑖𝜔𝑟/𝑐
=
𝑟
𝑟

Where 𝜔 is frequency in radians per second and 𝑟 is the distance from the source in meters.

Figure 64: Rays and Wavefronts41

In an ocean environment, rays do not travel in straight lines for long periods of time, since changes
in environmental parameters, such as pressure, salinity, and temperature, lead to changes in sound speed.
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Based on Snell’s law, sound bends towards the path of lower sound speed. Sound bends as a function of
wavenumbers and the incident angle as seen in the following equation:
𝜃(𝑧𝑟 ) = cos−1 [

𝑘 (𝑧0 )
cos 𝜃 (𝑧0 )]
𝑘 (𝑧𝑟 )

where 𝑘 (𝑧0 ) is the wavenumber at the ray origin’s depth, 𝑘 (𝑧𝑟 ) is the wavenumber at the receiver depth,
and 𝜃(𝑧0 ) is the incident angle at the ray origin’s depth [Figure 65].

Figure 65: Ray Refracting through a Stack of Layers41

Passing to the limit of an infinite number of fine layers, we get a differential equation for the range
of the ray as a function of depth
𝑑𝑟
= 𝑐𝑜𝑡𝜃(𝑧)
𝑑𝑧
which can be then be integrated to yield
𝑧𝑟

𝑟(𝑧) = ∫ 𝑐𝑜𝑡𝜃(𝑧)𝑑𝑧
𝑧0

The implications the above equation are that rays will bend until they become horizontal, at which
point they will be bent upward toward the surface and the limits of the integral reverses. This result reflects
how sound bends toward the slower sound speed. All ray equations are derived using a time-independent
form of the wave equation, known as the Helmholtz’s equation, which is shown below in the Cartesian
coordinate system:
∇2 𝑝 +

𝜔2
𝑝 = −𝛿(𝑥⃗ − 𝑥⃗0 )
𝑐 2 (𝑥⃗)
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where 𝑥⃗ = (x, y, z), 𝑐 (𝑥⃗ ) is the speed of sound at 𝑥0 , and 𝜔 is the angular frequency at 𝑥0 . Rewriting the
Helmholtz equation in terms of a ray series, taking the derivative, and grouping terms into like orders of 𝜔
yields the following:
𝑂(𝜔2 ) ∶ |∇𝜏|2 = 𝑐 −2 (𝑥⃗ )
𝑂(𝜔) ∶ 2∇𝜏 ∙ 𝐴0 + (∇2 𝜏)𝐴0 = 0
𝑂(𝜔1−𝑗 ) ∶ 2∇𝜏 ∙ 𝐴𝑗 + (∇2 𝜏)𝐴𝑗 = −∇2 𝐴𝑗−1 , 𝑗 = 1,2, …
𝑂(𝜔2 ) is known as the eikonal equation and the remaining equations for 𝐴𝑗 (𝑥⃗) are known as the transport
equations. The nonlinearity of the eikonal equation results in multiple solutions, so in practice the eikonal
equation is usually solved by the method of characteristics. In brief, introduction of a family of curves
(rays), perpendicular to the level curves (wavefronts), defines a new coordinate system that reduces the
eikonal equation to a far simpler, linear, ordinary differential equation. Using cylindrical coordinates, the
ray equations are:
𝑑𝑟
𝑑𝜉
1 𝜕𝑐
= 𝑐𝜉 (𝑠),
=− 2
𝑑𝑠
𝑑𝑠
𝑐 𝜕𝑟
𝑑𝑧
𝑑𝜁
1 𝜕𝑐
= 𝑐𝜁(𝑠),
=− 2
𝑑𝑠
𝑑𝑠
𝑐 𝜕𝑧
Where 𝑟(𝑠) and 𝑧(𝑠) represent the trajectory of the ray in the range-depth plane and 𝑠 is the arc length. The
tangent vector along the ray is given by 𝑐[𝜉 (𝑠), 𝜁(𝑠)]. The resultant ray geometry is based on the initial
conditions of the ray are a source position of (𝑟0 , 𝑧0 ), specified take-off angle 𝜃0 , and the following initial
conditions [Figure 66]:
𝑟 = 𝑟0 , 𝜉 =

cos(𝜃0 )
𝑐(0)

𝑧 = 𝑧0 , 𝜁 =

sin(𝜃0 )
𝑐 (0)
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Figure 66: Schematic of 2D Ray Geometry41
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APPENDIX C: ICE EVENTS CORRECTED TO GLOBAL REFERENCE
COORDINATES
Separately, the energy spectrum, seen in Figure 67 to Figure 69, were corrected by vehicle heading and
reflect acoustic signals corrected to global-reference bearings (i.e. true bearings). Given the limited amount
of time acoustic signals were recorded during ICEX16 and a lack of additional acoustic sensors, only a
general sense of direction may be attributed to the location of the mentioned ice event. As discussed more
deeply in the section, Sea Ice Directionality, sea ice was moving in a westward direction, which strongly
suggests that the distinct noise seen around -100° to -115°, relative to 0° (North), is the direction of the ice
event based on how the bearing corrections were made.

Figure 67: 125-250Hz Energy Spectrum – True Bearings
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Figure 68: 250-500Hz Energy Spectrum – True Bearings

Figure 69: 500-1000Hz Energy Spectrum – True Bearings
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APPENDIX D: ADDITIONAL ICEX16 SPECTROGRAMS

Figure 70: Hydrophone 1 Spectrogram

Figure 71: Hydrophone 8 Spectrogram
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Figure 72: Hydrophone 24 Spectrogram

Figure 73: Hydrophone 32 Spectrogram
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APPENDIX E: FEX19 VEHICLE DATA [ACTIVE 900HZ LUBELL
SOURCE]

Figure 74: Vehicle Depth vs Time
Vehicle transition to the surface at 20:10 corresponded to attaining a vehicle GPS fix during the third vehicle maneuver at
approximately x-position: -200m, y-position: 0m.

Figure 75: Vehicle Heading vs Time. Hexagonal Pattern
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Figure 76: Vehicle Speed vs Time
Average speed evaluated from maneuvers at approximately 20:07 and 20:15.

Figure 77: Vehicle and Surface Ship XY-Positions vs Time
Y-Axis: Latitude (Degrees North). X-Axis: Longitude (Degrees East)
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APPENDIX F: ENERGY
HYPERBOLA MODEL

SPECTRUM

USING

THE

Figure 78: 125-250Hz Energy Spectrum Relative to the Towed Array
Note that the red line reflects vehicle heading. Hyperbola Beamformer.

Figure 79: 250-500Hz Energy Spectrum Relative to the Towed Array
Note that the red line reflects vehicle heading. Hyperbola Beamformer.
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SIMPLE

Figure 80: 500-1000Hz Energy Spectrum Relative to the Towed Array
Note that the red line reflects vehicle heading. Hyperbola Beamformer.
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APPENDIX G: HYPERBOLA GENERATION CODE
Only the hyperbola generation code is included in this thesis. Focus on the hyperbola generation code
underscores the unique aspect of this research, where the traditional rigid array assumption was replaced
with a simulated hyperbola array constrained by field data. This method holds the promise of providing
better beamformed acoustic outputs using data collected from equipment common to deployed towed
arrays. Although a fundamental redesign of the towed array to include positional sensors along the array
would improve the accuracy of understanding the shape of the array, this simulation, using only heading
information from the vehicle, forward compass, and aft compass, showed an acoustic output relatively
accurate when compared to GPS coordinates and significant improvement to the traditional rigid array
assumption. The effective output of reading in the raw data and running this set of code were xcoordinates and y-coordinates of selected hyperbolas that may be read into the acoustic beamformer.
These coordinates were selectable by time, which meant that every 0.25 seconds (4Hz sample rate) a
hyperbola shape with minimal cost error would be used to beamform the acoustic output.
%% generate_filter_auvXY.m
clear; clc;
A = load('AUV_XY_HEADING.mat');
AUV.x = A.auv_x_interp;
AUV.y = A.auv_y;
AUV.t = datetime(A.auv_y_utc,'convertfrom','posixtime','Format', 'yyyy-MM-dd
HH:mm:ss.SSS');
AUV.h1 = wrapTo180(90-A.fwd_compass_interp);
AUV.h2 = wrapTo180(90-A.aft_compass_interp);
AUV.h = atan2d(diff(AUV.y),diff(AUV.x));
AUV.h = [0; AUV.h];
fs = mean(diff(A.auv_y_utc));
clearvars -except AUV fs
% check for 0
N = numel(AUV.x);
ind0 = find(AUV.x == 0 & AUV.y == 0);
ind = setdiff(1:N,ind0);
AUV.x = AUV.x(ind);
AUV.y = AUV.y(ind);
AUV.t = AUV.t(ind);
AUV.h1 = AUV.h1(ind);
AUV.h2 = AUV.h2(ind);
AUV.h = AUV.h(ind);
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%% filter
window = round([30 0]./fs); % seconds going back & forward (sampling at 4
Hz);
AUV.h = movmean(AUV.h,window,'omitnan');
AUV.h1 = movmean(AUV.h1,window,'omitnan');
AUV.h2 = movmean(AUV.h2, window,'omitnan');
AUV.x = movmean(AUV.x,window,'omitnan');
AUV.y = movmean(AUV.y,window,'omitnan');
%% plot
figure(1); clf;
%subplot(1,2,1)
plot(AUV.x,AUV.y,'k.')
hold on
plot(AUV.x(1),AUV.y(1),'r*','markersize',8)
hold off
xlabel('x [m]');
ylabel('y [m]')
grid on
title('AUV track')
figure;
%subplot(1,2,2)
plot(AUV.t, AUV.h,'k-')
hold on
plot(AUV.t, AUV.h1, 'r.')
plot(AUV.t, AUV.h2, 'b.')
hold off
datetick('x','HH:MM')
xlabel('Time')
ylabel('Bearing [deg]')
grid on
title('AUV Heading')
legend('AUV X,Y','Forward Compass','Aft Compass','location','best')
ylim([-180 180]);
iFont = 24;
set(gca,'FontSize',iFont,'FontWeight','bold');
set(findall(gcf,'type','text'),'FontSize',iFont,'FontWeight','bold');
iFont = 24;
iLineWidth = 3;
axis xy
%% clean up
window = round(window.*fs);
str = ['filt_AUV_' num2str(window(1)) '-' num2str(window(2)) 's.mat'];
clearvars -except AUV str
save(str);
%% generate_array_locations
%% set up workspace
clear; clc; close all
debug = false;
%% engineering constraints
num_hydrophones = 21;
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s_array = 30;
density = 1e5; % samples
delta_ind = 200; % number of indices to skip thru
%% create hyperbolas to loop through
s_search = 1.1*s_array;
a = 1; %parameter - slope = a/b
b = [1:10:150]; % parameter = a/b
b = sqrt(b);
count = 0; % store counter for successfully finding a 30m cut
for bb = 1:numel(b)
A = create_hyperbola(a,b(bb),0,0,0,1,density);
X = A(1,:);
Y = A(2,:);
y_search = linspace(-s_search/2,s_search/2,10000);
x_search = interp1(Y,X,y_search,'pchip');
if debug
figure(411)
plot(x_search,y_search,'.')
title(sprintf('b = %2.1f',b(bb)))
xlim([0 30])
ylim([-15 15])
grid on
end
% find a 30m chunk ------------------------- %
ind0 = 1;
bool_array = true;
while bool_array
[total,DS] = arclength(x_search(ind0:end),y_search(ind0:end));
if total < 30
bool_array = false;
else
DS = cumsum(DS);
indf = find(DS >= 30,1,'first');
% divy up into 21 equal sections -------- %
xcut = x_search(ind0:ind0+indf);
ycut = y_search(ind0:ind0+indf);
dxcut = diff(xcut); dycut = diff(ycut);
drcut = sqrt(dxcut.^2 + dycut.^2);
dr = sum(drcut)/(num_hydrophones-1);
[total_dcut,dcut] = arclength(xcut,ycut);
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dcut = cumsum(dcut);
ind_el(1) = 1;
for nh = 2:num_hydrophones-1
ind_el(nh) = find(dcut>=dr*(nh-1),1,'first');
end
ind_el(nh+1) = indf;
% save into useful syntax ----------- %
count = count + 1;
x = xcut(ind_el); y = ycut(ind_el);
x0 = [0 cumsum(diff(x))]; y0 = -[0 cumsum(diff(y))];
ARRAY(count).x = x;
ARRAY(count).y = y;
ARRAY(count).x0 = x0;
ARRAY(count).y0 = y0;
ARRAY(count).b = b(bb);
ARRAY(count).s = total_dcut;
ARRAY(count).ds = dr;
slope = atan2d(diff(y0),diff(x0));
ARRAY(count).h1 = slope(1);
ARRAY(count).h2 = slope(end);
% save replicate -------------------- %
count = count + 1;
ARRAY(count) = ARRAY(count-1);
ARRAY(count).x0 = -x0;
ARRAY(count).h1 = -slope(1);
ARRAY(count).h2 = -slope(end);
% march forward in while loop ------- %
ind0 = ind0 + delta_ind;
end
end
end
% add one perfectly rigid array
count = count + 1;
x = linspace(0,0,num_hydrophones);
y = linspace(0,s_array,num_hydrophones);
ARRAY(count).x = x;
ARRAY(count).y = y;
ARRAY(count).x0 = [0 cumsum(diff(x))];
ARRAY(count).y0 = -[0 cumsum(diff(y))];
ARRAY(count).b = NaN;
ARRAY(count).s = s_array;
ARRAY(count).ds = s_array/num_hydrophones;
slope = atan2d(diff(y0),diff(x0));
ARRAY(count).h1 = slope(1);
ARRAY(count).h2 = slope(end);
%% make a figure
figure(1)
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for c = 1:count
hold on
plot(ARRAY(c).x0,ARRAY(c).y0,'o-');
hold off
end
grid on
xlabel('x [m]')
ylabel('y [m]')
title(sprintf('%d array element perturbations',count));
axis equal
%% clean up
INFO.date = datestr(now);
INFO.num_hydrophones = num_hydrophones;
INFO.array_length = s_array;
INFO.total_array_locs = count;
INFO.hyperbola.length = s_search;
INFO.hyperbola.a = a;
INFO.hyperbola.b = b;
INFO.hyperbola.density = density;
INFO.hyperbola.delta_index = delta_ind;
filestr = ['arrayshapes_D' num2str(delta_ind) '_B'
regexprep(join(string(b.^2)),' ','-') '.mat'];
INFO.filename = join(filestr,'');
%% clear and save output
clearvars -except ARRAY INFO
save(INFO.filename);

%% match_auvXY_arrayXY.m
function [AUV] = match_auv_array(auv_file, array_file,movie_bool)
%% load vehicle information
load(auv_file);
fAUV = AUV;
clear AUV;
%% load array information
load(array_file);
sim_h1 = [ARRAY(:).h1];
sim_h2 = [ARRAY(:).h2];
xbounds = [round(floor(min(fAUV.x)),2) round(ceil(max(fAUV.x)),2)];
ybounds = [round(floor(min(fAUV.y)),2) round(ceil(max(fAUV.y)),2)];
gap = 13; % meter gap between AUV and array
%% make new AUV structure for data/sec
N_sec = floor(posixtime(max(fAUV.t))) - floor(posixtime(min(fAUV.t)));
AUV.t = datenum(datevec(min(fAUV.t)) + [zeros(5,N_sec); 0:N_sec-1].');
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fAUV.t = datenum(fAUV.t);
% refill x,y,h,h1,h2 for second resolution
AUV.x = interp1(fAUV.t,fAUV.x,AUV.t);
AUV.y = interp1(fAUV.t,fAUV.y,AUV.t);
AUV.h = interp1(fAUV.t,fAUV.h,AUV.t);
AUV.h1 = interp1(fAUV.t,fAUV.h1,AUV.t);
AUV.h2 = interp1(fAUV.t,fAUV.h2,AUV.t);
clear fAUV30;
%% loop through vehicle info & decide on array shape
% anonymous function for rotation -- warning, diff than textbook b/c
% dealing off compass notation where north = 0;
%R = @(theta) [sind(theta) cosd(theta); cosd(theta) -sind(theta)];
R = @(theta) [cosd(theta) -sind(theta); sin(theta) cosd(theta)];
% time
for tt = 1:length(AUV.t)
fwd = AUV.h1(tt);
aft = AUV.h2(tt);
% check for NaN - if either is NaN, use rigid approximation
if isnan(fwd + aft)
fwd = AUV.h(tt);
aft = AUV.h(tt);
end
choose_fwd = wrapTo180(fwd - sim_h1);
best_J = 4;
for cf = 1:numel(choose_fwd)
theta = choose_fwd(cf);
pos = R(theta)*[ARRAY(cf).x0; ARRAY(cf).y0];
x = pos(1,:); y = pos(2,:);
rH = atan2d(diff(y),diff(x));
rH1 = rH(1);
rH2 = rH(end);
% cost function
J = abs(sind(fwd)-sind(rH1)) + abs(sind(aft)-sind(rH2));
if J<=best_J
best_J = J;
best_x = x;
best_y = y;
best_rh1 = rH1;
best_rh2 = rH2;
best_theta = theta;
end
end
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% save x,y shapes
AUV.x_hydrophone{tt} = best_x;
AUV.y_hydrophone{tt} = best_y;
AUV.rh1(tt) = best_rh1;
AUV.rh2(tt) = best_rh2;
AUV.theta(tt) = best_theta;
AUV.J(tt) = best_J;
end
%% debug figure
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

figure(411)
subplot(1,2,1)
scatter(AUV.theta,AUV.h1)
xlabel('rh1'); ylabel('theta');
subplot(1,2,2)
scatter(AUV.rh1,AUV.h1);
xlabel('rh1'); ylabel('h1')

%% make plot
drag = 120; % sec tail
skip = 10; % N second skip for PLOTTING
buffer = 100; % meters around AUV to plot
t = rem(datenum(AUV.t),1)*24;
if movie_bool
figure(1); clf
subplot(2,2,1);
c = linspace(0,0.7,numel(AUV.x));
scatter(AUV.x,AUV.y,[],c,'.')
colormap bone
xlabel('x [m]')
ylabel('y [m]')
grid on
axis equal
title('AUV x,y track')
an_xy = animatedline('marker','o','color','g','markersize',15);
subplot(2,2,3)
plot(0,0,'w','handlevisibility','off');
hold on
set(gca,'ydir','reverse');
grid on
ylabel('time [hr]');
xlabel('heading [deg]')
ylim(24*[rem(datenum(AUV.t(1)),1) rem(datenum(AUV.t(end)),1)]);
xlim([-180 180]);
xticks([-180:90:180]);
plot(AUV.h,t,'-','color',[0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7])
plot(AUV.h1,t,'-','color',[1 0 0 0.5])
plot(AUV.h2,t,'-','color',[0 0 1 0.5]);
legend('AUV','H1','H2','location','best');
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hold off
an_h =
animatedline('marker','o','color','g','markersize',9,'linestyle','none','hand
levisibility','off');
an_dh1 =
animatedline('marker','d','color','r','linewidth',3,'markersize',9,'handlevis
ibility','off');
an_dh2 =
animatedline('marker','*','color','b','linewidth',3,'markersize',9,'handlevis
ibility','off');
subplot(2,2,[2 4]);
plot(AUV.x(1),AUV.y(1),'w','handlevisibility','off');
grid on
xlabel('x [m]')
ylabel('y [m]')
an_el =
animatedline('marker','.','color','g','markersize',9,'linestyle','none');
an_auv = animatedline('marker','o','color','g','markersize',15);
an_tail = animatedline('color',[0.7 0.7 0.7 .8],'linestyle','','linewidth',4);
% go every skip seconds
for tt = 2:skip:length(AUV.t)
% overall position plot
subplot(2,2,1)
clearpoints(an_xy);
addpoints(an_xy,AUV.x(tt),AUV.y(tt))
drawnow limitrate
% overall heading plot
subplot(2,2,3)
clearpoints(an_h); clearpoints(an_dh1); clearpoints(an_dh2);
addpoints(an_h,AUV.h(tt),t(tt))
addpoints(an_dh1,[AUV.h1(tt) AUV.rh1(tt)],[t(tt) t(tt)])
addpoints(an_dh2,[AUV.h2(tt) AUV.rh2(tt)],[t(tt) t(tt)])
title(['AUV heading, J=' num2str(AUV.J(tt),'%1.3f')])
ylim([t(tt)-.3 t(tt)+.3]);
drawnow limitrate
iFont = 24;
set(gca,'FontSize',iFont,'FontWeight','bold');
set(findall(gcf,'type','text'),'FontSize',iFont,'FontWeight','bold');
iFont = 24;
iLineWidth = 3;
axis xy
% tracer plot w/ hydrophones
subplot(2,2,[2 4])
% auv
clearpoints(an_auv);
addpoints(an_auv,AUV.x(tt),AUV.y(tt));
if tt < drag
tail = tt-1;
end
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% tail
clearpoints(an_tail);
addpoints(an_tail,AUV.x(tt-tail:tt-skip),AUV.y(tt-tail:tt-skip));
% elements
clearpoints(an_el);
addpoints(an_el,...
AUV.x(tt) - gap*cosd(AUV.rh1(tt)) - AUV.x_hydrophone{tt},...
AUV.y(tt) - gap*sind(AUV.rh1(tt)) - AUV.y_hydrophone{tt});
% formatting
title(datestr(AUV.t(tt)))
xlim([AUV.x(tt)-buffer AUV.x(tt)+buffer]);
ylim([AUV.y(tt)-buffer AUV.y(tt)+buffer]);
drawnow limitrate
end
end
%% make performance plot
figure(2)
subplot(3,1,1)
plot(t,AUV.J)
ylabel('Cost Function J')
axis tight
grid on
iFont = 18;
set(gca,'FontSize',iFont,'FontWeight','bold');
set(findall(gcf,'type','text'),'FontSize',iFont,'FontWeight','bold');
iLineWidth = 3;
axis xy
subplot(3,1,2)
plot(t,wrapTo180(AUV.h1-AUV.rh1.'),'o');
ylabel('Forward Compass Error');
grid on
axis tight
ylim([-180 180]);
iFont = 18;
set(gca,'FontSize',iFont,'FontWeight','bold');
set(findall(gcf,'type','text'),'FontSize',iFont,'FontWeight','bold');
iLineWidth = 3;
axis xy
subplot(3,1,3)
plot(t,wrapTo180(AUV.h2-AUV.rh2.'),'o');
xlabel('Time [hr]')
ylabel('Aft Compass Error');
grid on
axis tight
ylim([-180 180]);
iFont = 18;
set(gca,'FontSize',iFont,'FontWeight','bold');
set(findall(gcf,'type','text'),'FontSize',iFont,'FontWeight','bold');
iLineWidth = 3;
axis xy
%% prep_for_beamform.m
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clear; clc;
%% choose files
listingAUV = dir('filt_AUV*.mat');
if numel(listingAUV)>1
auvfile = uigetfile('filt_AUV*.mat');
else
auvfile = listingAUV.name;
end
listingARRAY = dir('arrayshapes_*.mat');
if numel(listingARRAY)>1
arrayfile = uigetfile('arrayshapes_*.mat');
else
arrayfile = listingARRAY.name;
end
%% toggle movie
movie_bool = false;
%% run function
AUV = match_auv_array(auvfile,arrayfile,movie_bool);
%% info to save
AUV.auvfile = auvfile;
AUV.arrayfile = arrayfile;
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